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I
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. ?
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..-

,
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. ,
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FOREWORD

I ,

.4

'

Corrections educators have become increasingly aware of the need to obtain Credible
informatiim for accountability and improvement of vocational education programs. Vocational
education is often viewed as an intervention as it provides inmates with occupational skills that
will hopefully deter their returh to prison. However, there are other outcomes that are often used
in the evaluation of these programs such as employability skills, career development, and self-
esteem. Regardless of the outcomes selected, corrections educatbrs need information for
improving the quality of their vocational education programs. . .

-,-

In ordej to provide this information, corrections educators neecj to understand evaluation
procedures. Corrections educators have expressed the need fof an evalUation guide that
specifically addresses the need, processes, and outcomes of vocational education programs .
offered in correctional settings. Developed in response to this need, this handbook is a guide for,

improving current procedures or initiating procedures to evaluate vocational education programs
in correctional institutions.

-
.

'The handbook guides the users' introduction to and understanding of the evaluation process
through the use of a case study, flowcharts, and checklists. Descriptions of helpful resources and
examples of instruments provide additional help for the corrections educator charged with the
responsibility to evaluate the vocational education program.

. ,. .

Several nationally recognized practitioners and experts in correctional education provided
valuable insights and information for the -development of this handbook. These individuals
included Alfons Maresh, Minnesota State Department of Corrections; Frenzel Black, Vienna
(Illinois), Correctional Center; Rex Zent, Ohio Department of Rehabilitation and Corrections; A.
Neil Johnson,Ohio De'partment of Education; and josepf, Rowan, Executive Director of the
American Association of Correctibnal Officers.

The Nation Center ii grateful to staff members who developed the handbook in the
Eyaluation and licy Division tinder N. L. McCaslin, Associate Director and Floyd L. McKinney, .

-.7torargrarh Director. The handbook was written by Idp Halaiz, Project Director, and Karen Behm.
Assistance was also provided by William Stevenson, Eliseo Ponce, and Irene Morrison. Priscilla
Citilla,,Sherry White, and Kathie Medley typed the drafts of the.handbook. Final editorial reviefd
of the handbook was provided by the National Center's Editorial Services under the direction of
Janet 'Kiplinger.

4'

,

i
'Richard 'Carlson and Osa Coffey. U.S. D rtment of Department of Education, Office of

Vocational and Adult Education, provided in tion from the federal level and _encouragement
to produce this guide. Appreciation is exte o the U.S. Department of Education, Office of
Vocational and Adult Education for funding the project..

%
.

\
WM

Robert E. Taylor
Executive Director
The National Center for Research

in Vocational Education
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

i

/

. j

Recently, Suprema. Court Chief Justice Warren Burger strongly urged.that inmates be given
opportunities to leave prison with marketable skills. Vocational education is viewed as critical for
providing inmates with a chance to obtain and maintain jobs- upon release. Relevant, effective,
anti efficient vocational education programs are essential to provide inmates with these
opportunities.

t. ..
. .

The understanding of evaluation proceduies is necessary in order to obtain credible v
information for improvement and accountability of vocational education programs in correctional
institutions. Therefore, there is a neechfor an evaluation guide for use in vocational education
programs offered by correctional institutions. I

$

The handbook is designed for corrections educators with little or no experience,in
evaluation. In the fist section evaluation is defined, while in the next section vocational'
education is differentiated from pre-vocational training' or work in prison industries. The next
eight sections describe the evaluation process: Determining the Purposes-of Evaluation;
Identifying Outcomes; Determining Questions; Selecting Methods; Identifying Staff; Collecting
Data; Analyzing Data; and Reporting the Results of Evaluations.

. , .
The handbook includes checklists, worldheets, and a hypothetical case study to guide the

user through the evaluation process..Examples of evaluation materials from various correctional
and edwcational agencies as well as annotated recommended resources are also provided. '

#

(
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PART 1
Evaluation of Vocational Program's

introduction 11
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defining evaluation
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The increasing emphasis on evaluating vocatiorfat education programs in correctiokal
institutions has created a need for an evaluation guide for corrections educators. Since the late'
1960s there has been a growing emphasis on evaluating federally. funded Social and education
prograMs. Concern for evaluation of vocational education programs h4s greatly increased since.
passage of the 1976 Education Amendments. These Amendments stipulate that federal fupds for
vocational education are contingent upon evaluation for progrdrri improvement. In ordeego
measure the-effectiveness, efficiency, and relevance of their programs, corrections educators
must understand evaluation 'procedures.

Recently the vocational education of inmates has been viewed as critical to the reduction of
recidivism. In his address to the American Bar Association in February 1981 Supreme Court Chief
Justice Warren Burger linked the lack of education and marketable skills to criminal behavior. He
urged that .inmates Re given the opportunity to change through education and vocational
training. Burger (1981) said DV:

We must accept the reality that to confine offenders behind walls without trying to
change them is an expensive folly with short term benefits'a winning of battles
while losing the war. /

Burger proposed that all vocational and educational programs be made mandatory, with
credit against sentence for educational progress. He explained that it would be, "literally a
program to learn the way out of prison," so that no prisoner leaves without being able to read,
Mite, do basic arithmetic and demonstrate a marketable skill. According to Carlson, U.S.
department of Education, "Incarceration has drernOCally increased durin,g the last decade."
There'clirently de 446,000 inmates in 912 state-prisAns, 4,000 local jails, anc:Ni9 federal prisons.
Most inmates, 95 percent, will eventually be released\At Approximately 150,000 inmates are.released
each year. In thq federal prisons about half of the inm tes have access to some type of
education. The majority of inmates are in state prisons \where about a tenth are able to acquire
basic or vocational skills.

The average cost for keeping one adult inmate in prison for one year is about $13,000, not
counting the court costs, welfare, payments to families, and numerous other costs associated
with crime. In terms of cost to society in dollars alone, it makes sense to provide adequate
vocational.training to give former inmates a chance to do legitimate work. k 1979 Government
Accounting Office.report pointed out thEtt correctional institutions can do more to improve the
employability of former inmates. In this society, regular employment is tfletaccepted way of
assuming responsibility for oneself.

3.
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Employment not only affects the former inmate's ability to.be self supporting without
recourse to crime but also influences use of leisure time, associatioo with friends, self-concept,
and expectations.for the future. Carlson reported that at the August 1981'National Advisory
Council for Vocational Education hearings, former innfates testified thatif they.had not had
vocational education classes while in prison and been given job oppOrtunities when released *.

they would "very likery have returned to prison,"

Unique Setting for Vocatiohat Education Programs

Coriectional institutions have always faced the problem of what to do with inmates. It is
generally agreed that corrections should not only maintain custody,,but also achieve some
degree of rehabilitation. According to Al Maresh, Minnesota Department of Corrections,

These two goalscustodpand rehabilitation, must be'accomplished using sound
. management and good performance accountability. These goals are often

contrary and therefore difficult to accomplish.

When considering the ways to constructively occupy inmates' time, the few alternatives
include prison industries, education, vocational training, and counseling. Most inmates have to
levels of schooling and York skills. The typical inmate is male (96 percent), white (51 percent) or
black (47 percent), twenty-three years old (53 percent are twenty to thirty yea$ old), Fps had ten
years of school (75 perwnt below,high school level), eacned less than $10,000 per Orr (80 ,

percent), and never was in the military (73 percent) (Carlson 1981).

The.extremtvariability among the inmate populationsimith etspect to formal education, work
experience, specific skills, motivation, varying lengths of sentences, and other factors unique to
each institution makes the task of providing suitable vocational education quite formidable.

In contrast to schools in the free World, Mar4sh describes vocational education in a
correctional institution as providing instruction in a setting constantly bombarded with security
needs, maintenance needs, treatment modes, and competing activities. These activities limit the

'time available for vocational education instruction. Furthermore, educators and educational
.administrators are typically isolated from other parts of the correctional--estitution. Often there-
are misunderstandings with custodial and other staff members who may have difficulty
understanding the educators' need tosibuild trusting relationships with inmates in order to
enhance their Learning and skill development Currently therefore extreme variations among the
states in mandating and supporting vocational education programs- in correctional institutions.

Since'the 1960s the emphasis in correctional education has been on vocational training..,
Resources for vocational education programs are frequently minimal, often depending upon
contributions from local industriees and the dedication of staff to maintain operation, Many adult
correctional institutions are Old, were designed as industrial prisons, and lack proper space,and
equipment fpr vocational education programi.

Purpose of This Handbook

COrrections educators know that quality vocational education can be provided in prisons.
Corrections educators also know et inmates benefitjrom the participation in vocational _

education programs. Although cauiai relationships have been difficult to determine, corrections
educators believe that cational education has rehabilitatiye value. Despite these beliefs, there

N.

t
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have been no outstanding studies or evaluations to indicate the role vocational education plays
in rehabilitation and reduction of recidivism of inmates. ' I

.A'guide for the evaluation of vcfcational education programs in correctional institutions is
necessary because there is. no evaluation material specifically developed for use by corrections
educators. Many of the criteria that havp been used to evaluatejhese programs are not reatIstic
because the programs are usually based uppn a public school setting that is not always
applicable to correctional institutions. Standard evaluation texts and "how-to" manuals seldom
cover ev'aluatibn of education systems in correctional institutions.

Correttions,educatorsileeda guide for evaluating-their vocational-education programs in the
context of the uniquess of correctional institutions and the ,corrAplex roles played by the
inmates, staff, and administrators. Maresh points out,that historically, corrections adminisliators
have had considerable local autonomy often causing them to view evaluations With suspicion. In
reality, almost everyone views evaluation with some suspicion or apprehension. Educators can
promote the evaluation .activities by demonstrating that evaluation will help improve their

_programs by providing information 'or planning, allocating resources, and demonstrating.
accountability for the resources previously used. Through the evaluatiortof corrections
educators can provide: infermatiOn that vocational education-is a viable intervention and
beneficial alternative from among those available to inmates.

Joseph R. Rowan, Executive Director of the AmericA Association of Correctional Officers
and also the Executive Director, Juvenile and Criminal Justice International, Inc., cautions that,

4

"2r

Experience has demonstrated that the ageity which evaluates itself or asks an
outside consultant to conduct tha,evaluation is in a --much better position to
resolve the problems which are found than the agency which goes through an
evaluation due lo a request or pressure from the outside. Then, the -agency is
defending itself and is reactive rather than proactive.

How to Use This Handbook ,

This handbook was designed Mk co4ections educators who have had veryjittle or no'
experience with evaluation. In this handbook, the process of evaluation is presented in eight
steps as shown in figure 1.

tvIn this handbook, each step of evaluation is described briefly in relation to the correctional
setting. The Suggested approgefis that yoy read the handbook through -ter a general rr
Understanding. Then, start at, the beginning and complete the checklists and worksheets. Thee
are no right or wrong answers.

The checklists, indicated by a "/ ,help you think abut the evaluation step that is being
discussed. Use the.checklists and worksheets to guide you in planning the steps of your
evaluations.

At the beginning of most sections in the handbook there is part of a case study about the
evaluation of the vocational education program at Smithville Correotibnal Institution. This
hypothetical eine study describes the evaluation process in a correctional setting. Relate the
case study to evaluating the Vocational education program in your institution.

4
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FIGURE 1
FLOWCHART OF THE EVALUATION PROCESS

determine Purposes

I identify outc *mes

determine questions

..select methods

identify staff

collect data

I

analyze data

report results

The sample materials section contains several useful instruments and letter hich were
adapted from ones used by vocational educators. You may find the checklist wh h as adapted
from the American Correctional.Association standards for vocational educatio esp 'ally useful.

iThere are several other helpful materials about evaluation described n the res urces section.
.You may find some of these in a library, others can be ordered at nominal cos

6
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One definition of evaluation of vocational education programs in correctional institutions is
that:

0

Evaluation is a way to compare questions about the outcomes we hoped would
occur from the vocational education program with results that actually occurred
because of inmates participation in the vocational education prograni.

Evaluation bins with identifying the desired outcomes of vocational education in a
correctional institution. The procedures of evaivatioFi are outlined in eight steps in this
handbook: (1) determine purposes, (2) identify outcomes, (3) determine questions, (4) select
methods, (5) identify staff, (6) collect data, (7) analyze data, and (8) report results By no means
are these the only steps`that can be followed in conducting evaluations. These eight steps,
however, will lead you through the process of planning and conducting evaluations for outcomes
in a logical, systematic way. Thisype of evaluation is often called product evaluation.

I

Another type of evaluation is process evaluation. Process evaluation is concerned with (

looking at the processes in vocational education that influence the outcomes. There are many
cesses_including the usefulness or adequacy of:2- ,

facilities,
..,

equipment, and instruction

Neurriculum

prograrrr planning procedurg4C

admissions criteria

staff qualifications

performance requirements

.This handbook provides examples (Example section) that are useful for process evaluation.
The checklists adapted from the American Correctional Association and, the "Minnesota Guide
for Self Evaluation" list criteria for process evaluation.

7
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identifying voted

The definitions of vocational 'education in correctional institutions vary considerably.
Vocational education programs are'sometimes confused with prevocational training or prison
industries. The National Advisory ebunciLon Vocational Education (NACVE, 1981) uses the
following definition of vocational education:

Vocational education in corrections can be broadly defined as instruction offiked
within correctional systems to enat)le offenders to be employment ready upon
their return to free society. It involves the development of basic skills, specific
occupational training, and anS array of "job readiness" training, including the
development of motivation,.good work-habits, and survival skills.

Vocational education pro9ram offered in correctional institutions vary across the states and
within states. Some of the variations are due to the types of inmates. For example, institutions for
juveniles tend to offer career edircation, prevocational training, or job exploration. Programs for
adults tend to offe(skill traintig in specialized job areas. Programs differ in institutions for
female or male inmates and for-the type of securitymaximum, medium, or minimum
maintained. ,

by Carlson, U.S. Department of Education, ovided a descriptiOn of current____krecent report
correctional vocational education programs and inmates. The lar r state institutions offer an

'average of ten programs whereas the smaller ones offer four. The most common skill training
offered is for trade and industrial jobs. Typical vocational education courses are auto mechanics
masonry, carpentry, electrical wiring, plumbing:welding, machine trades, radio and television
?epair, and small engine repair. Other, less common 6ourses are food services, building

1

Maintenance, grounds keeping, partending,'shoe repair, upholstery, home economics,
cosmetology, business and otfibkeducation, and health occupations

,,,

'Although most of the vocational education programs are self-contained, some correVional
institutions contract with outside educational institutions to provide the courses within le
institution Or at an outside location. Some correctional institutions offer a combination bf self-
contained and contracted courses. - - - i

a,
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Use checklist to decide if your program meets the definition of a vocational educatid4
. program accepted by the National Advisory Council on Vocational. Education.

L

sit

Determining if You Have a Vocational Ediication Program

Please check yes, no, or not sure.

1. Will the program enable inmates to be ready for employment
upon their fl turn to society?

4 2. Does the program develop inmates'

Basic tills (reading, writing, math, etc.)?

Occupational skill's for a specific job or cluster of jobs?

NOT
YES NO SURE

,
CI n

Job readines, in terms of motivation, work habits, and
interperrnal relationships with employers and coworkers?

Job search skills (interviewing, filling out employment
applications, preparing a job history sheet, etc.)? [i]

3. Is the an advisory committee with representAtion from the-
free world (business, industry, labor, and education) to establish
standards for program content and program evaluation? '0

4. Is the program established on the basis of documented information
showing the needs of state and/or local employers for certain
occupational skint (needs assessment)? 0 0

If a progranj is to meet the !stational AdvisOry Ol uncil's definition of a vocational education
program, the answers for the first and seconq questions should be yes. If no, your program
either provides pre-vocatiantl training or is essentially a prison industry, not a vocational
education program. Ideally, the third and fourth qUestions would also be answered yes, but the
realistic time constraints upon corrections educators often preclude needs assessments and
actively functioning advisory committees; V

4
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In many cases the press t9 develop evaluation procedures and to evaluate the vocational
education programs will be the reason for startingand maintaining an advisory committee
Similarly, needs assessments are frequentlydeveloped_as a part of the evaluation procedurg to
provide realistic information about t skill needs of employers in the vicinity or across the state

a

I
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8 Steps in the Evaluation Process

determine purpose(s

T

identify outcomes

T

determine questions

; f !/select methods

identify stair

1/4

r

t

collect data

tinalyze data

T

report results
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determine purposes

.0 identify outcomes

deteirmine questions

select' methods

identify, staff

c011et data

analyze data

repbrt results
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EVALUATING THE VOCATIONAL-EDUCATION
PROGRAM AT SMITHVILLE CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONr

Pat Howell has been the vocational education supervisor at the Smithville CorrectiOnal
Institution for five years. The program was well established before Pat arrived and has been
running essentially the same way for the last ten years:Although there are a few problems, Pat is
basically pleased w.ith the program.

Motivated by the growing concern about accountability for public expenditures, the state
education supervlsochas mandated that all education supervisors of correctional institutions
establish a procedure for evaluation. The supervisor explained that the information frorfi the
evaluation' would be used to improve the vocational education program and to present to
decision makers who fund the program.

At first Pat was apprehI
ensive about organizing and conducting evaluations of the Smithville

vocational education program. Pat was concerned thpt the staff would feel th ?eatened and the
evaluation would be critical of the vocational educati&n program. Pat also knew, however, that
the program had strong points. Over the past years, a number of former inmates had contacted
the vocational education teachers to tell them about jobs they had found because of their
training at Smithv/fe. As Pat discussed the procedures with the state supervisor, they decided
that ongoing evalliation would help document the strengths and provide information to improve
the Weaknesses of the program.

X

Pat and the education supervisor decided to conduct a self-study first, and then to organize
a program review team to evaluate` the program. The self-study would give the teachers a chance
to identify strengths and weaknesses and to make recommendations for improvements. Data
would, therefore, be collected that'could be used by the review team.

. .

Pat and the educatioQ supervisor at Smittwille made plans to conduct evaluations of the
progrim. Whey clarified the purpcises of program evaluation in order to collect relevant
information. Efforts would not be wasted collecting ,unusable, extraneous information. The
evalfation procedures would pertain specifically to the vocational education program rather than
the prison industries or other education programs. Since Smithville is an adult facility, the '.

vocational program was designed to provide skill training for specialized jobs. The program
included masonry, welding, carpentry, and auto mechanics. All of the programs were taught in

, the institution by vocational education teachers.

0
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Step 1

determine Tourposes

1
In order to collect both process and product types of information, evaluation is approached

in a variety of wayi, such as through program reviews and follow-up studies. Evaluations done
by internal staff are typically called self-studies orself-evaluation. Evaluations are also done
thrOugh program review teams, or accreditation teams which typically include external as well as
internal members. The sectiRn, "Identify staff" provides more informationiabout the staffing for
evaluations. The purpose of the evaluatidn will determine the way you approach the evaluation
efforts.'

Well-rounded evaluations include procedures to collect both product and process types of
information. The emphasis will vary, of course, depending upon the purposes for conducting the
evaluations. In most cases, correctional educatos must plan to collect, analyze, and report both I .
process and product evaluation. Typically, both internal administrative decisions and decisions
mi?Je in the state department and legislature will requfre that information be collected about-the

%e quality of the vocational program and the outcomesof inmates' participation.

- It is-impo ant to have char purposes for evaluating-the vocational education programs in
your correction institution. lear purposes will help you to avoid wasting time, making costly
mistakes, and inc like for evaluation among the staff-and administration. Moreover,
clear purposes will help you write a useful report. Many evaluation reports are not used because

I the results do not meet information'needs for planning and decisiorYmaking.

17
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Use the following checklist to clarify the purposes of evaluating your vocational
educatibn programs (adapted from Went ling 1980).

_-.

1211ease,check yes or no.

Do you need information for:

Deciding the Purposes for Evaluating
Your Vocational Education Program

a

a

..I. Program Planning? .. , r
Such information as the adequacy of the facility and the'equipment, the qualifications of the
staff,'the enrollments, and the numbers of inmates desiring to enroll, is useful, in planning
the types of programs that can be Offered, for expansion, and so forth.

2. Decision Making?
. .

Decisions, regardleis of their 'size, must be based on a certain'amount of information.
Decisions about assignment of staff to programs, and selection of inmates for participation,
may all require sdme justification. One way to make defensible decisions is to gather

(objective evidence to support the decisions.

3. Professional Development.

Evaluation can benefit, t achers, administrators,-and support staff. An evaluation system that
identifies deficiencies and strengths in staff performance will help promote desirable changes.

. ,
4. Program Improvement?

Improving vocational education programs is an important reason for evaluation. Evaluation
activities should identify the actions, components, or characteristics that promote desired or
undesired outcomes. Once program deficipncies have been identified through evaluation,
action may be recommended to correct them.

5. Accountability? P
L....

Accountability requires a presentation of program results (such as placement of inmates in
jobs, reduced disciplinary problems, and achievement scores) in relation to incurred costs
and established desirable outcomes. I nternallrand externally these accountability measures
can help corrections educators and adrrinistrators justify the resources spent for vocational
education programs.

6. Arccreditat ion? i,

Evaluation of vocational education programs is often done to determine coMpliance with ..
the accreditation requirements of the Commission on Accreditation for Corrections or other
accrediting agencies.

f;i 0

eiii.
Keep thespurpose Or purposes of your evaluation efforts in mind as you continue through the

.... eight steps of evaluation. Most corrections educators have several purposes for evaluation and
use evaluation results to convince decision makers to allocate more resources, to justify the
previous &Imitation. of cesourceato start new programs or expand existing ones, for accreditation,
for public relations, and so forth'.

18
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Smithville continued...

°

I

1

The education supervisor used Smithville's written statement of philosophy about the
. vocational education program to list the desired outcomes. /

Since the philosophy statement had not been revised for several years, Pat discussed the
desired outcome& with the education supervisor and with the warden to see if they were still in
agreement. After reviewing the outcomes, Pat decided to rewrite them as more specific
statements that could be evaluated.

a

to

.
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Step 2

3

The next step in evaluatidn'is identifying the desired outcomes of the vocational educaticin
program in yob! correctional institution. There may be differences in desired outcomes among
the various types of institutions. For example, juvenile and maximum security adult institutions
will most likely have different desired outcomes for inmates who participate in the vocational
education program. In the National Study of Vocational Education in Corrections conducted in
1977, by Abram and Schroeder,the outcomes for vocational education programs were ranked
from 1 (most important) to 7 (least important). Table 1 shows the rankings of the semen
outcomes by respondents from 93 juvenile and 260 adult facilities across the nation.

TABLE 1

RANKING OF OUTCOMES FOR VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION PROGRAMS IN CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIMS

Outcomes for Vocational Education Program

Ranking for
Juvenile
Facilities,

4
Adult

Facilities

Develop- job skills' 2 1

Place inmate in a job on release 4 4

Develop inmate's personal and social skills 3 3

Develop inmate's work habits 1 2

Provide a means of-evaluating inmate for parole 7 6

Provide inmate with constructive activity 5 5

Other 6 7

I
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Desired outcomescanbe stated more specifically as Objectives. At the J. F. Ingram State
Technical Institute in Alai:, Ima, the specific objectives of-the vocational education program for
first offenders are as follows:

1. To provide for eackinmate enrolled a vocatio al educationyrogram applicAble to the
. individual's educational level, interest, aptitude , and abilitiffs which' will enable the trainee

to meet the demands of potentialaemployers.

2. To keep the tralAing programs and facilities up to date and current with' present day
practices in the tqcupatiori by utilizing the advice and counsel of graft committees made up
of persons preseOtly employed succestfully in the occupations.

3. To develop safe work habits and practices by teaching and demonstrating safety in the
performance of the work of the occupations.

4. To make the training situations as nearly like actual employment as passible through
providing the necessary equipfnent, tools, and materials needed and througheuitable'live
Work opportunities. .Y-.

5. TO provide training which will enable the inmates to gain ent level employment skills and
knowledge in several aspects of an occupation.

. 6. To provide counseling and other assistance designed to help the inmate to readjust to
society and to the world °Nark.

7. To instill into inmates a working knowledge of how to secure a job, retain that job and make
4,k progress in it.

The desired outcomes provide the framework for, and largely determine; the evaluation that is
conducted. Therefore, the time and energy you spend in identifying outcomes and more specific
'objectives is,,very important.

3 t.

The next checklist lists severgl Possible t.itr.ofrreflor vocational education programs in
correctional institutions. Add yoUr own-desired outcomes to this list, then tar* the outcomes.
This ranking will help you determine evaluation questions. Rank the.yes outcomes from 1 (the

wmoiltimportant) to the number, f outcomes you have listed (the least important).

4,
22
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Identifying Desired Outcomes -

for Your Vocational Education Program

J

Please.check yes or no and rank the yes outcomes. YES NO RANK
.

. * ....._

1. Develop inmates' skills for a specific jot\ar type of jobs

2. Place inmates in jobs related to the vocational education program upon release ES

CI CI
IV

3. Develop inmates' Self esi*m and self confidence

4. Develop inmates' positive work attitudes and safe work habits

5.. Develotmates' personal and social skills

6. Provide a means of evaluating inmates for parole I

El

CI

7. Provide inmates with constructive activity

8. Reduce the number of former inmates returned to prison for lack of salable
work skills in the ftee world

9. Reduce the number of discipline problems among inmates 4
10. Develop inmates' skills to look for a job, prepare a job apt cafon, write a

-resume, and conduct interviewan

11. Develop inmates' occupational and to attain the in tt free worldgoals plans goals

12. Provide inmates withyalk,for entry level employment in jobs ,

13. Provide inmates with training that simulates real jobs, in the world with up-to-date
facilities necessary materials, realistic curricula, and teachersand equipment, qualified

14, Provide appropriate training for inmates' individual abilities4educational level,
interests, lengths incarceration, temperamentsof and

15. -
.

16. a
17. 4

18.

ik

Now that you have decided on the desired outcomes of your vocational education program
and dee ranked them in order of importance, review the top five. CheOlf these are really the
most important outcomes desired for your program. These five (or more/less if you so choose)
outcomeswill be the basis for determining the questions that will be asked in the evaluation.

s

.
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Smithville continued ...
.1/4111 ,

Once the desirable ouVomes had been agieed upon, at had to develop the questions that
would indicate whether Q r not the outcates had been achieved. The questions had to be measur-
able or specify the data needed;

Pat's Questions for the Evaluation of Desired Outcomes

. Desirable Outcomes

1. Develop inmates' skill for a specific job or
'type of jobs

2. Develop' inmates' desirable work attitudes
, and safe work habits

3. Place inmates in jobs relatedio their
vocational education prograrn,upon
release

4. Provide inmates with training tpat
simulates real jobs through adequate
equipment and facilitiesttecessary
materials, realistic curricula, and
qualified teachers

4

5. Reduce the number of former, jnmates
returned to the Correctional institution
for lack of salable work skills

'NO

Possible Questions for Evaluation

What skills have inmates attained as a result of
their vocational eduCation training?

How much economic advantage have inmates
gained as a result of their training?

Do inmates enrolled in the vocational education
programs demonstrate desire to work?

Do inmates perform job tasks correctly and use
tools and equipment safely?

Are former inmates working in jobs that require
and use skills they learned in their vocational
education program?

Did the correctional institution help the inmates
.acquire a job related to their vocational educa-
tion training?

'Are the equipment and facilities adequate for
_ learning job skills necessary in the free WOrld?

Are adequate and appropriate 'materials available
for learning realistic jab skills?

Is the curriculum current and relevant with
industry and business practices in the region
where the inmates will be released?

Are the vocational education teachers certified
as such with necessary qualifications to teach
inm tes for the free world?

What ,roportion of firmer inmates who had
vocational education training returned to a
correctional institution within a year compared
to those who did not have the training?

How many current inmates have had no vote-,

tional education training priot to incarceration?

d
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4 Step 3

determine questions

2

V

. .

The third step in evaluation is determining questions based upon the desired outcomes. The
traditional evaluation question isfTo what extent is the program attaining the desired outcome?
pn the following worksheet: list the outcomes you identified as most important for your I,
instituticm's program. Think about the questions implied by the outcomes. Write at least-one
question for each outcome in the space provided.

ar Worksheet 1: Determining Questions

Desirable Outbono for Ybur
Vocational .Education Program Possible Questions for Evaluation

1.

,

or
:it

.

2.

. a

.

.6

..

.

0.,

,

.
. .

3.

-

..
.

.

4.
.

lie

, .

.
4

if...

5.

.

.

,

.

"s1

.

b
., .

Thepuestions you have listed above will determine the types of methods you will select to
collect data for your evaluation.

4
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Smithville continued...

The first time the evaluation committee met, they decided what information was needed to
meet the objectives of the evaluation and how to collect it. As they talked they realized they hack
some information already, but it was scattered and not organized in a usable manner. Pat had
enrollment figures for each program area, the number of leavers and completers, and the number
of inmates waiting to enroll. The records also indicated whether those who left without
completing were paroled, were disciplined, or had chosen not to finish. If Pat or the education
supervisor had not had these records, the committee would have recommended that they start

.being kept for future use.

Teachers also had scattered pieces of inf Lion that could be used, such as records of
employers who requested references for fo er inmates and records of inmates who had
maintained contact with them after relea . Collecting existing information required a lot of
detective work, but it produced lists of employers and former inmate useful for needs
assessments and follow-up surveys.. t,

One of the evaluation questions was whether formes...inmates who had completed a
vocational program wereemployed in occupations related to their training. The evaluation

'committee realize& however, that follow-up surveys of former inmates are difficult,to conduct for
several reasons.

1

Former inmates typically return to their home towns; this covers a wide geographic region.

Records of their addresses are often incomplete, incorrect, or nonexistent.

,;* ComMunicatioris between parole offices and corrections institutions are often not strong or
dependable.

Former.inmates want to fdrget their imprisonment and do not usually want to participate in
a follow-up from the correctional institution. _, .
'4 .,

A member of the evaluation committee suggested that they contact mole officers to see if
some type of korking relationship could be established to provide systematic follow-up
information. Pat realiied that it would be very difficult to obtain correct addresses for a follow-up
and made a note to investigate ways to coordinate records for fLiture use with the parole board.

To answer some of their questions about the quality of the program, the committee needed
to know what was actually happening while inmates were enrolled in the program. They decided
to survey inmates and teachers to determine their perceptions of the facilities, teaching methods,
curriculum, support services, and general impressions of the usefulness of the program. The
program review team's observations and the inforination from the inmates would be compared to
identify problems and strengths.

Pat wrote an inforrMation sheet describing the operational policies and procedures regarding
the selection of inmates, criteria for admission, services offered, course requirements and
contents, and so forth. The information sheet would also include enrollment data, number of
teachers, the number and twit of major equipment, and the number of students using the
support services,.such as counseling. The information sheet would give teachers and
administrators an overview of the prbgram,,,would be important in orienting the program review
team, and would provide background information for the evaluation reports.

30
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select methods

The next step in evaluation is selecting the methods to answer (he questions. There are two
basic types of methods. The first type-measures in numbers and statiltics and includes such
information as enrollment and attendance figures, placement data, and recidivism rates. This

'1,tybe of method is called quantitative. The. data is collected by tabulating and analyzing records,
questionnaires, tests, checklists, and so forth.

The second type does, not measure in numbers, but includes such information as description
of facilities and usefulness of equipment, interactions between inmates and teachers, content of
the curriculum, attitudes, opinions,'and behavior patterns. This type of method is called
qualitative and is collected through observations, interviews, and reviews of records.

The major methods for collecting quantitative information for evaluation are as follows.

RecordsExisting records or documents can provide much usable information but are often
scattered amorig several offices enrollment figures, numbers ofiinmates completing %`
program, number who left the program, and information on repeat offenders, grades, test
scores and interview,i demographic information shoUld be available from the files.of
administrators and teach

Questionnaires are a set of printed questions that can be mailed or distributed in a group
such as a class. Questionnaires can be answered anonymously. Because of their structure,
they arejsy to tabulate by hand or by computer. Although they are generally easy to
administer to inmates and staff, mailed questionnaires can present many problems in
corrections. Names and addresses of former inmates and employers are frequently not
available. EVen when available, most former inmates do not return questionnaires to a
correctional institution. Answering questionnaires is often a problem for former inmates who
have relatively lowoeducational levels and limited reading ability.

Tests can be standardized or developed by staff. There are many kinds of standardized tests
available Commercially to measure the following:

ti
, Intelligence

Persinality
Aptitddes
Interests
Achievement
Knowledge
Social adjustments
Galli
Skill lever
Job performance
Attitudes
Work values

31
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are used to.assess an inmate's potential and progress in vocational education. When
s ecting standardizeti tests, it is important to consider the population for which they were
designed. Again, reading ability is a factor that may interfere with using tests with some
inmates. Some tests require hands-on performance to assess the inrrfate's ability to a job
or perform a skill.

Checklists are often used by evaluators to cover a large number of items qu fy Checklists
are useful in self-studies of the institution or for monitoring regula ly sch uled activities. In
this handbook, checklists are used to present lists of ideas and re ers.

6
The major methods for collecting qualitative information for evaluatioo are as follows:

L ObservationsThe direct observation of persons in a group program has some obvious
advantagei, such as the opportunity to view the, group in its normal environment and the
opportunity to observe firsthand the emotions and attitudes of program participants. One
problem is that when- observations are made without the observer knowing the situation
previously or the situation to come, there is,no way to know if they represent a true picture of
what is really happening. There is also a possible problem that the presence of the observer may
Cause the personsbeing observed to change their typical behavior. A series of observations over

.a period of time can lessen these problems somewhat.

InterviewsInterviews are effective with persons who have reading difficulties or when inTdepth
information is needed. However, interviews can be costly and time consuming to do. It is
sometimes difficult to summarize the information from a series of interviews. They can, however,
be effective when used in combination with other types of data collection and when seeking the
answer to difficult, ,complex questions. Interviews also provide the opportunity to see how the
person reacts to questions. The "body language" of the persoli often tells the interviewer more
than the spoken answers.

RecordsExisting records or other types of documents can provide descriptions of programs,
events, activities, and so forth. Newspaper articles, teachers' anecdotal records, previous
evaluations, reports, proceedings of meetings, lesson plans and curricula are some examples of
records useful 'for qualitative evaluation.

All o! these methods of collecting information are useful to answer evaluation questions A
combination of quantitative and qualitative methods are used in many evaluations. For example,
using a combination of methods is most appropriate to conduct a follow-pp of former inmates
enrolled in the vocational education programs A mailed questionnaire (Sample 4), telephone
interviews with nonrispondents, and an examination of parole records might be used to follow
Up former inmates. (41. detailed discussion of the follow-up is discussed in the "Collect Data"
section of this handbook.)

1/1
Use checklist to select the methods most appropriate to answer the evaluation

questions you wrote in the previous section. Remember that some questions may be best
answered using a combination of methods.
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Selecting Methods to Condbct the Evaluations

Please write your questions and check the methods most appropriate for each question.

Your Questions for Evaluation Most Appropriate Methods

1.

t

)

II ' Review of records II Observations
II Questionnaire(s) II Interviews
111 Test(s) Checklists

- Ottltr:

462.
.

.

v
4--,

II Review of records El Observations
ll01 Questionnaire(s) II Interviews
E' Test(s) II Checklists
. Other:

3.
-

.

II Review of records II ObserAlons
III Questionnaire(sY II Interviews

, Test(s) Checklists
Other:

,

4.

\

IIII Review of records III Observvations
L Questionnaire(s) Interviews
ill Test(s) II CheCklists

f

IIII . Other: ,

.

5.

,

.

.

III Review of records 111 Observations .

II Questionnaire(s) Interviews
II Test(s) Checklists

'NI Other:

Keep the methods you selected to answer the questions in mind as you proceed through the
handbook. The methods you have selected will be important when you identify staff in theAct
section. -

/,
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Smithville continued, .

Pat and the education supervisor, had already decided to conduct a self-study first, and to
later organize &program review team to evaluate the program.

They held p meeting with all oPthe vocational education program teachers to present the
evaluation plans. After much discussion, the teachers made suggestions to carry out the plans,
and a timetable was established. Two merhbers of the staff agreed to work with Pat as an
evaluation committee to develop the self-study procedures and the questions and to organize
the evaluation efforts.

P.

- 1
It was important for the program review team to be familiar with corrections and each of the

vocational areas being evaluated. A former inmate was included on the review team because he
could offer insights based on his participation in the vocational program. The program review
team would be composed of a current inmate, a former inmate, a local, employer who had hired
former inmates, an instructor, and the state vocational ed0Cation supervisor for corrections.

1
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An important step in evaluation is identifying evaluation staff. The people who conduct
evaluation are important because they influence the cost, quality, credibility, and usefulness of
the results.

Frequently, the cost of evaluatipn is not budgeted for vocational education prOgrams in
correctional institutions. An accepted estimate of the cost of evaluation is approximately 10
percent of the total budget for the program. This may not be possible in the majority of
correctional institutions where the budget for Vocational education programs is very low or
nonexistent.

There are various ways to staff the evaluation of vocational education programs in
correctional institutions. --.,

.

Internal StallIn any cases the education supervisor and vocational education supervisor
have the reslponsibility.to provide ?Valuative information to the institution's administrators
and to state adminiStrators. A staff member or a committee is appointed to coordinate the
evaluation activities.. The self-evaluation is often done before an evaluation is done by a
review team. A self-evaluation usually involves little cost but the objectivity may be
questioned.

Professional ConsultantHiring a professional consultant from outside the system solves
the problem of objectivity. Howeier, consultant services can be expensive, and finding a
consultant familiar with vocational education programs in corrections may be difficult.

Program Review TeamA program review team consists of people with expertise in a
technical field, vocational education, corrections, and so forth. The composition of the
program review team.is determined by the purposes of the evaluation. If th' team is being
used to validate information from a self-study, then knowledgeable people from the
community, such as employers, former inmates, and community leaders, should compose
the team. But if the teen, is doing the entire evaluation, then persons from both inside and
outside the system need to be selected, The team should include a broad representation of
expertise. The following criteria are useful for selecting team members:

Experience in evaluation
-

Experience in vocational-education

Expertise in teaching, administration, or supervision

Awareness of the philosophy of vocational education in corrections

r
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Understanding of the uniqueness of vocational education in correctional education

Understanding of employers' needs

Recommendations by colleagues

The major pitfall that hampers the credibility of persons selected to evaluate is role conflict.
A person who has helped develop and operate a program is understandably biased and would
want to present it in the best light. In some cases the evaluator's job security or status could be
threatened by unfOorable evaluation results. Credibility is important and can be increased by
hiring a professional consultant or using teams of persons not directly connected to the-
institution. Usefulness or evaluation results, on the other hand, is usually increased by involving
staff in the evaluation effort. The best option is assigning a staff member the major responsibility
for organizing the evaluation, hiring a professional consultant to help design the evaluation, and
assembling a team for a thorough review every three or so years.

There are important qualifications to keep in mind when assigning staff, hiring a professional
consultant, or organizing a program review team.

5
The next checklist lists the important qualification dek order to help you decide about

the people you are considering to staff the evaluation active s.
4
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Determining Qualifications for Evaluation Staff

Please check yes, no, or. don't know.

Does the person you are considering as a consultant or as a member of an evaluation team have

*.

1. Knowledge about evaluation -+research problems, literature, and itrategies ?

DON'T
YES. NO KNOW

,2. K owledge about evaluation methods that have been used ina .
co 'on& institution? lip .. (:=1 V1

3. Ability to develop evaluation qtiestions that can be measured?

4, Ability tb organize and cortduct evaluations in a correctional institution? 0* VC
4

5. .Abpitylo report evaluatidn resultsand to make iecommendations in
a timely manner? . \ -Y

6. Knowledge of measurement with the ability tcrocate and selebct tests. ,
.

. _ .
7. Ability to develop testAttitude scores, interview schedules, and surveys

if necessary?.
,

.
8. Knowledge of 'statistics to tabulate and analyze data-from evaluations? CI

4.7

9. Knowledge of data processing? et
10. Knowledge about the operation, political factor's, and constraint's of the

vocational education programs? O.-

1J. 'Knowledge about vocational education curriculum Al possible outcomes? '0 CI
W. Freedom from vested interests in the results of the evaluation? El'

13. Reputation-and.status In the professiesol community? F 0 'CI c3

14. Trust and respect of the vocational education program staff? CI'

since no one person or group of persons are likely to have'all of the qualifications, select
persons who have.thet most qualifications. Compose teams of persons with 8 cross-sectionof
qualifications.

A

4

or

do.
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6
The following checklist _provides suggestions for the types of persons you*ight select

for a program review tearq.sIdentify people in the community and institution that best meet the
qualifications in checklist 5. -

identifying Program Review Team Members

Check the types of persons needed on your team,' then list persons you are considering for the team.

1. Community Representatives

O Local community leader -

-a

O Local employer

O Lounion leader

O Local minister/priest/rabbi

Employed forfner inmate

...""of .O , County agricultural extension agent

O Others

2. Institution Representatives

O Education director

O Vocational supervisor

ocalional teacher

O I nniate vocational student

10,

NamefTelephone Number

It will be necessary to allow time at the beginning of the evaluation effort orient the
evaluation staff. Professional consultants need to become famijiar with the institution. Those
yithout experience in corrections nedd to becoMe aware of the tpeciEt1 problems involved in
providing vocational education in a correctional instit n. All persons involved in evivation
need to understand the purpose for doing the evaluati and how the results will be usyd.

ei
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$mithville continued...

The committee identified-several perslikhat could provide information about the vocational
education p gram and, listed the types of rmation each one might offer. The education

to d rmine i correctional' institutions were meeting the minimum requirement for vocational

su rvisor h the results-of 13 checklist type of survey. It had been developed for statewide use

educa ion prOgram facilities aniequipment. Since the survey had been completed last morrth,
the supervisor suggested using the results in She evaluation. The 9mmittee selected-several
instruments,, including a survey form for inmates, one for teachers, and a checklist for
accreditation, and reviewed them fore us. fulness.

.
.During a second meeting with the fac the evaluation comm tee presented the plans for

evaluation of the program:Teacher's were citontribute any/notes or records they might
have kept arid to participate.in the faculty- survey. The teachers agreed to conduct the inmate
survey during class time and discussed ,the problems of the inmates' reading abilities that could
affect the survey, A teach,sit'S suggestion.thatinmates be given the option ofcompleting either a
written or oral survey was 'accepted. zThelommittee decided to ask the chaplain who vas trusted
by inmates to,oimduct an)foral surveys Avg to inmates. .

.

While the committee wEss`gifttiering evaluation information"; Pat, contacted potential members
of the progrdm review tearn.lp sect: if they waul agree to serve. A date for the team review was
set for threeRonths in ad elo.allow tim r the staff to conduct the self-study.

Since all 'of the revieV# ;tearrk membcs lived within tin hours of Smithville, the first meeting
was set for 10:00 a.m. Thatgiurposes of tOe evaluation, thrquestions the evaluation would answer,
a backgrocind information shett, and a summary of data oollected to date were mailed to them in .
advance'of the program reVialEdays.

°o X11
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e
Tuesday

9:30 a.m. COFFEE

i.-

-3

-___,,i
`CL.r

r . ' AGENDA

Review Team Ev aluation of the Vocational
Education Programs at Smithville Cprrectional Institution

T.4

r

10:00 a.m., Welcome and Introductions
Lee Daxis, Warden, Smithville
Tracy Mann, Smithville

EduCation Supervisor

... .
`10:30 a.m.

it

11:30 a*.m.

..e
1:00 p.m.

r.

4

Orientation
Pat Howell, Smithville Vocational

Education Supervisor

LUNCH

Observations of vocational programs
Team A Welding
Team B Auto Mechanics
Team C L- Agriculture

6:00 p.m. DINNER

Wednesday
a

7:30 a.m. BREAKFAST all I .

8:30 a.m. Discussion ofjesults and planning
for Day 2

4
B:30 a.m.

A t

A chance for the review team to get acquainted with
each other and to meet the Smithville staff.

Explain layout and operational procedureLpf Smith-
ville. Describe vocational pograms offered, reasons
for ev1ation, outcome; of program, and how the
next two days will be structured.

During the group lunch furnished by Smithville, team
discusses plans and asks questions.

Teams observe classes in session, walk through all the
facilities, and interview teachers and students.

Warden, education supervisor, Pat, and the evaluation
committee are included. This is a chance to answer
informally questions that came up during the day.

4

Pat and the evaluation commit are present to answer
questions, arrange f,or additional observations or inter-
views if needed, and to provide information requested
by,team.

I Only the review team is involved. Members review the

Group and individual interviews
with tea rs, inmates, administrators,
and related aff

Noon Compilation of re Its and LUNCH

4:00 p.m. Preliminary presentation of findings

%..., - .

.

1

J

data thus far and identify what irrformation is still
needed.

Pat arranged these as requested by the review team.

Lunch is orgy fir review team so they can continue
working.

The group meets with Pat, the evaluation committee,
the warden, and education supervisor to present pre-
liminary findings. They will complete their reports and
return them in written form within two weeks of the
visit.

r
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Step p

collect data

Once the staff is selected, the data collection can begin. The foltowing guidelines are
important in collecting data:

Use methods and instruments that are suited to the evaluation questions. Collect only the
information that is needed to answer the questions. Collecting extra information is costly, is
a bother to respondents, and can detract from the real purposes of evaluation.

Use more than one method of collecting information when assessing important issues. The
methods used in evaluation can always be challenged. Therefrre, use more than one
method or instrument to collect the same information.

Use professionally developed tests to assess sensitive person'sl issues, such as vocational
interestrWalues, attitudes, intelligence, or psychological states. Professionally developed
tests are available from commercial publishers. Several thousand of these tests are
described in Buros' Eighth Mental Measurements .Yearbobk, which is listed in the
references. Over 200 tests are described in Career Education Measures: A Compendium of
Evaluation InstrOlnents which is abstracted in the resource section.

Keep information collection as unobtrus(ve as possible. The evaluation efforts shouldnot
infringe upon the normal operation of the institution or take too much of anyone's time.

A number of persons or sources can provide the information through various evaluation
methods. It is important to know who can provide the information to ansor the evaluation
questions. Generally, several sources are needed to give a complete picture of the question
being asked. For example, teachqs and inmates may have very different view points of the
usefulness of the counseling series provided or the adequacy of the equipment available for
the classes. Collecting data from several sources reduces the possibility of distorted results.
When there are several conflicts between two sources of information, additional sources should
be investigated. 7

Use the next checklist to help decide who can provide information for evaluation.
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Identifying Sources of Evaluation Information

Please check yes, not or maybe.

Will you collect informationfrom

1. Present Inmates

Evaluatioritikeachers '
Satisfaction with teaching method
Student test scores "(achievement; aptitude, attitude, competencies, etc.)
Curricula and instructional methods used
Adequate facilities, materials, and equipment
Satisfaction with support services (counseling, library, etc.)

2 Former Inmates
01

YES NO MAYset

Working Pr unemployed
Job related to training
Usefulness of vocational education training

:-3. Vocational education teachers

Performance and achievement of students
Teacrer qualifications
Curricula and instructional methods used
Adequate facilities, materials, and equipment

1

4. Vocational g&idance counselors a :3 :3
Number of inmates using counseling services \-,
Description of vocational counselingoffered
Placement statistics
Number of employers contacted

5: Vocational education superviiors

Teacher /pupil ratio
Teacher qualifications
Curricula and instructional methods used
Cost-effibiency of vocational education program
Adequacy of facilities, materials, and equipment

C.

Employers of former inmates

Number of contacts with placement service
Satisfaction with inmates' training
Satisfaction with skills taught
Assessment of skill needs

Z Vocational advisory committee 0
Currentness of curriculum .

Adequacy of facilities, material, and equipment
Relevancy of skills taught

.a Others (specify:)
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ObseriatIons

All methods of collecting data are simply different forms of observation. Observation as a
method refers to watching and recording what is said or done or looking at the facilities and
equipment against a set of evaluation standards. Your presence in a class can influence what is
happening. Some points to remember.when observing:

-
Try not to be self-conscious and call attention to yourself by trying to "hide."

Take brief notes rather than writing a lot while in the class. '

Participate if the situation calls for it rather than calling attention to yourself.
xo

Avoid misinterpreting an incident, such as an.argument, as being the normal situation.

Try to oluerve situations more than once to check your perceptions.

Checklists are often used to record observations in self-study evaluations and when using
program review teams. Tie evaluative criteria for facilities, equipment: materials, and classroom
management are usually in the form of checklists. Cheiklists are provided by either the state
department of corrections, vocational education, or education. The example section of this
handbook contains a checklitt form adapted from the Minnesota Department of Corrections.

Observations can help in evaluating the quality, quantity, and amount of use of the facilities
and equipment. Inmates spending large amounts of time waiting to use equipment may indicate
a problem with the facilities arrangement or class organization. Equipment with missing or
broken parts may indicate a st rious problem with facilities upkeep, or it may be a temporary
condition that is in the process of being corrected.

Interviews

Interviewing, or talking to people, is one of the most c mon methods of collecting
information. Inteviewing is more than simply asking peopl questions.'

Collecting complete, accurate answers through intervie vs does not just happen. A certain
amount of practice is needed. It is importiint to make respondents feel relaxed and comfortable
during the interview. They should not feel thrdatened in any way, either by the presence of the
interviewer or the way the interviewer asks the questions.

The following are some suggestions compiled from Illinois and Colorado program review
handbooks for qrducting intbrviews:

Be a sympathetic, attentive, and interested listener. Encouraging gestures, such as nodding
and smiling, and words, such as "I know how you feel," help show the respondents you
appreciate their remarks.

Be neutral with respect to the comments and subject matter. Don't express your- personal
opinions on the topics being discussed. This could discourage the respondents from
speaking freely. Your job as an interviewer is to understand and accept what is being said,
rather than to approve or disapprove it.
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O wissase ,
Be friendly and informal btit alweysfirofessional. Everything that you say or do should.help
overcome the respondent's fear of sharing feelings.

Be observant. Watch for the gestures that reseondents use to express thernielves. These. .

serve as cues that the respo9dent3 are bncomfortable of ill at ease during the interview. A
change of topic may assist the respondents in overcoming this discomfort. Ask sensitive
questions after you have established rapport. .

Be at ease yourself. Do not hurry the interview or appear hesitant, embarrassed, or
awkward. The respondents would soon sense your discomfort and behave accordingly.

411,

There are two basic types of interviews. In the first type no prepared questions are asked.
The questions are based on the topic,but flow according to the respodent's answers. The
purpose of this type of interview is to obtain highly personal and in-Tepth answers.

In theother type of interview a questionnaire is used. The ineterviewer asks the questions in
person or over the phone. Although this is somewhat limiting, there are opportunities to ask for
more details when necessary. A great deal of information can be asked in a short time with this
type of interview. Another advantage is that the respondent is not required t9 know how to read
a questionnaire.

Records and Documents 4

Useful information is typically available from records kept by various administrators and
teachers. In most institutioiks there are a Amber of documents that contain statistical data for
comparison through the years. For example, enrollment data from the past ten yedrs can be used
to find out what courses were not popular with inmates. Interviews with inmates can lead to

lk answers as to why a course has not been selected. The evaluation report can recommend
changes to increase enrollment or to drop the courses entirely.

In addition to institutional and state reports, other useful records include the following.

. Minutes of meetings

Correspondence files

Demographic data

Inmates' student files

Lesson plan books

Grade books

CurricUlurri guides

Annual plans

Facility layout diagrams

Organizational charts
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.Former evaluation results

Teachers' performance ratings

Absentee records

Budget records

Before using records, be sure of the questions you are seeking twanswer. It is very easy to be
carried away when reading records and to gather uselgss infermation.

In addition, anecdotal records, or notes about events as tlyiy happen, provide a wealth of
Information that is not fbund in official reports. Teachers and administrators should be
encouraged to keep their own anecdoctal records on a continuous basis. The J. F. Ingram State
Technical Institute for Inmates in Alabama offers a.,suggestiOn in figure 2.

FIGURE 2
EXAMPLE: HOW TO KEEP ANECDOTAL RECORDS

One way a teacher can keep up with students is- through use of a 3" x 5" card system A
small box file would be adequate to hold a 3" x 5" `card on all students for/three years

As a student ers your class prepare a card with just the student's name and date A

entered One sectioe of the file would contain all students presently enrolled Cards
ew students would be filed in alphabetical order in this section

i
Another section of the file system votald be for viljtigrawals When a student withdraws

and is not issued a certificate or a diploma, the card is pulled from the section present
enrollmenti and placed alphabetically in the withdrawal section with a notation of why the
student withdrew, where the student went, the date, and any other information available
. .

Mother section of the file would be for graduates As a student completes the course
pull his card from present enrollments section. enter cin it the date of graduation. whether
released or not and whether employed in a related occupation, or in an unrelated
occupation, or is unemployed. Then as you find information about The student during the
fol wing two years it can be recorded on the card.

I
Mailed Ouestionnalres

Mailed questionnaires are most often used for student and employer follow-up and needs
assessments. A high response rate is needed for the results of mailed questionnaires to be
meaningful. If the evaluation is an ongoing process in which questionnaires are mailed to a

group of former inmates each year, then the current inmates can t:4 alerted to the fact that they
will be receiving a questionnaire in the future, and the purposes of it can be explained before
they are released. A mailing address should be obtained prior to inmates' release. Inmates often
fear that answering the questionnaire wilL,in some way affect their employment or cause other
repercussions. Every effort should be made to alleviate these fears by explaining that the
information will be completely confidential and used to improve the vocational education
program.

Since most former inmates do not want anything to do with the correctional institution once
they have been released, mailed questionnaires should not carry the return address of the
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business address. If this is not possible,a post, office box should be rented, preferably where't(:e
institution. Instead, arra gements could be made to use an advisory committee member's

pdstmark wijI not be connected with the institution's address.

The number of mailings will depend somewhat on the money and time available. The
siggested mailing below would be ideal if the institution's budget allows it.

1. First week: send a post card that alerts the former inmate that a questionnaire is coming.

k

2. Second week: send the questionnaire, cover letter, stamped self-addressed return envelope.

/

3. Third week: send a thank-you reminder card.

A. Fourth week: send a second request for questionnaire, second cover-letter, and stamped
self-addressed return envelope.

.

._.

5. Fifth week: send a second thahk-you reminder card.

6. Sixth and seventh weekcs: send thiid request and reminder cards.
I (

7. Send a thank-you letter once the questionnaire is received.

, Studies show that repeated mailin s do improve response rates, but the costs must be
-

weighed against the'advantagesp increa responses. At least two mailings are recommended
and can be followed with telephone calls to th se who do not respond.

Checklists

,

.

Checklists are a,relatively quick method of evaluating many facets of a vocational education
program. They are often used by accreditation, self-study, and program review teams. The
example section.contains a checklist for accreditation standards. This checklist was adapted for
users of this handbook from the sets of standards developed by the National Center for Research

..in Vocational Education and the American Correctional Association. The example section also
contains a'checklist useful fOr a self-study or pTogram review. It was adapted from a checklist
used by the Minnesota Department of Corrections.

Follow-Up Studies

Each evaluation question may require several methods as discussed in the selecting methods
section of this handbook. To answer the question, "Are former inmates working in jobs that
require and use skills they learned in their vocational education program?" a follow-up may-be
conducted of former inmates.

.

Former inmate and employer follow-ups can provide data about the results of vocationa
ot education training (see samples 4 and 5 in Sample Materials section). Some key questionsit at

.. can be answered by follow-ups include the number of former inmates who sought employm t
and are working, the relationship between a job and vocational training, employer satisfaction
with former inmates, ancUhe attitude of former inmates toward the vocational education
program. Fellow-up studies of vocational education students in public schools are recommended
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at one, three, and live year intervals to assess the.long term impacts of vocational education
training. This schedule is also recommended 'for correctional education if possible, although the
constraints and cost may be prohibitive.

The most frequently used method for follow-up is the mailed questionnaire. Follow-ups of
former inmates are often difficult since inmate records frequently laclenecessary information or
are nonexistent. Because correctional institutions typically serve a large geographic area, such
as an entire state, most _former inmates leave the immediate area, which makes it more difficult to
find and contact the6. Furthermore, as many corrections educators have realized, even if former
inmates can be located, they may,not respond to a mailed questionnaire.

If it is-possible to obtain names and addresses of former inmatesAtentives should be
provided for returning the questionnaire. Cash or other awards, such as restaurant certificates,
have been successfully used with former inmate follow-up studies.

The most effective method, according to corrections educators, is to develop a working
relationship with the parole board and key parole officers across the state. This kind of network
is most likely to provide current information about the location and activities of former inmates.
Through parole records and by administering questionnaires through parole officers, more
evaluation information can be collected.

Use=ihe following checklist to increase the response rate for your follow-up study.

1
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Increasing the Response Rate for a Follow-Up Sti idy

Please check yes or no.

To increase the response rate did you-

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7. Place difficult questions last?

a Use colored paper with very easy to read print?

YES NO

Inform inmates before they are released that you will send them a follow-up
survey? Jell them why you need the information and what you will ask.

.

Stress the importance of their cooperation.

promise complete confidentiality? Printany necessary'code number on
the back of theenvelopes, very discreetly.

Provide a prepaid return envelope? .

Include incentives if possible? .Money is the best incentive, but small gift
Ams can be used too.

Use short surveys, asking only necessary questions?

Avoid asking personal questions that can identify the-respondents?

9. Use a personalized cover letter signed by a former teacher, trusted
counselors, or chaplain?

10. Write "please forward" pn all mailingi?

0 70

Another type of follow- p is the personal, face-to-face interview. The interview provides the
chance to get a more detail viewpoint on a former inmate's ideas. However, personal
interviews can be expensive and time consuming. A number of different follow-up methods have
been tried, such as hiring f. rmer inmates to find and interview others. At another site consultant
evaluators invited former in ates to join them for lunch at a popular restaurant while they were
interviewed.

According to Nickens, urge, and Nortega, telephone interviews are effective with most
populations and more cost efficient than mailed questionnaires or face-to-face interviews. If it is
possible to obtain current :lephone numbers, telephone interviews are usually less threatening
to former inmates. They ar more willing to answer questions over.the telephone than during a
face-to-face interview. Th amount of information that can be obtained over the telephone is -
more limited, however, the in a questionnaire or face-to-face interview. Iriterviews are
sometimes done in combi ation with questionnaires, either to provide more detailed information
or as a method of reachin nonrespondents.
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'Smithville continued...
s

The comtnittee organized all of the data from the self-study into a notebook for use by the
review team. The notebbok included an organizational chart of the administration of the
vocational educallbn program and charts of the total enrollment in vocational education
programs for the last ten years and the current enrollment by program areas.
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Step 7

analyze data

The data collected through various evaluation methods must be tabulated and analyzed so
that they can be understood and presented in a useful way. Detailed techniques to analyze data
are available in the references listed in this handbook. Much of the data analysis is fairly easy,
however, and can be done by persons without experience in statistics.

-Hand tabulation and data processing by computer are two methods of iabulating data for
of.

analysis. If you plan to use computer pr essin , hav a programmer check the questionnaias
or other forms before you use them. The f ats o he data collection. instruments are very
importaht in computer processing. if the instruments are designed properly, they can easily be
used for computer analysis. Some inma!e records may already be available on computer records
and can be helpful in tabulating enrollments, for example.

-

Most data from evaluations bf vocational education prOgrams in correctional institutions can
be hand tabulated. For example, hand tabulation is used to simply tally the responses from a
questionnaire. If you do not have too many questionnaires, you can easily record the number of
respWnses on a copy of the questionnaire. When using checklists, count the number of yes and
no responses and nonresponses to each item. It is important to report the number of
nonresponses, which can indicate that respondents did not understand the item or chose not to
respond becaurse it dealt with a sensitive issue. sl

,Analysis consists of Various types of comparisons to show differences and similarities among
the data. For example, after tabulating the enrollments for the different vocational education
programs for the-previous year, they can be compared to enrollments for previous years.

.Increasing and decreasing enrollments in theproorams may show that a program should Ile
expanded or dropped. Comparisons on ratings ofthe facilities over the years can supply .
evidence for the need to remodel,

,

Percentages are frequently used to indicate the number of responses to a question.
Remember to report the perceptige of responses as compared to the total number of responses
to the question. To find tort percentage,divigelte like responses to a question by the total
numb& of respondents. The following is an xample.

EigOrty current inmates completed a questionnaire about their vocational
edUcation experiences. Twenty rated the counseling services as fair-20+80 =
25%. Thus, 25 percent or one -fourth of the respondents indicated the counseling
services were fair.

9

Using percentages lets4;ou compare different sizes of groups. This is helpful when class
sizes differ from year to year. For example:ft-East yetirstxty inmates returned the questionnaire
and twentYlated the counseling servicps as fair, then 20+60 = 331/3 percent. Although the
same number of inmates rated the ser%ce as fair this year as last, the percentage was higher last
year.

e
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Sometimes it is helpful to know which answer or event opurs most often. Statisticiaps refer
to this as the m9de or modal. The education leVel listed in table 2 most often is eleven. Thus the
modal educational level is eleventh grade. The modal age of the inmates enrolled in the program
is twenty-two.

CABLE 2
Example: Personal Data on Inmates Enrolled in Auto Mechanics

4.
Inmate Age Race Education Level

A 19 Black 8

13 22 Caucasian 10

C 25 Black 11

D '28 Black 12

E 21 Hispanic 11

F 19 Caucasian 12

G 22 Black 12

H 28 Hispanic 9

I 20 Caucasian 11

J' 22 Caucasian 11

The most com on statistic is the average or mean. In table 2, for example, to find the
averse add the nenbers_or scores together and divide py the total number of items. Then add
up all the ages and divide by 10. The total of 224 is divided by 10 which makes the average age
slightly older than 22. Dividing the total of the educational levels of 107 by 10,makes the average
education level 10.7.

Once the information has been collected and'analyzdd, it must be converted to a forn-i that
will be easily understood by readers of the reports. According to Starr, displaying data
information visually in tables, graphs, and so forth has several advantages.

Interest is created in reading the report.

Major points are highlighted.

Information is. easier to understand and remember.

Information is easier to compare.

Information is easier to displo and use in pretentations.,



o

Tables

Tables are used to compare or classify related numeral information. Information must be
accurately compiled and arranged so that it can be easily ad and interpreted. A table must
have a title, and each row and column must haveeading. Table 2 is an example of displaying
frifrmation in a way that is quickly and easily understood. °

Figures
I-

Figures show the relatiOnship between ideas or people or illustrate process. Examples of .
figures are organizational charts or layouts showing where the vocational education program is
housed in a correctional facility. Figure 3 is an organizational chart used in Alabama in 1976.

FIGURE-2--

ORGANIZATIONAL CHART FOR ADMINISTRITION
OF'VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS

State Board of Education

Superintendent of Education
Assistant Superintendent

Business Manager & Coordinator of Instruction

Director of Institute

I. General Advisory Committee

ICrafts & Occupational Instruttors'

Students

Craft or Occupational Advisory Committee

Line Charts

Line charts are effective in showing trends across time. For example, a grid with yea down
the left ancenumbers of enrollments across the bottom is a good way to show enrollment over
the years. Figure 4 is an example of an effective way to show information.
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Figure 4
LINE CHART: ENROLLMENT IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS
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Bar Graphs

One of the most frequently used graphs is the bar graph. Since the size of the bar is
proportional to the numbers represented, it is easy to compare sets of information. The bar
graph is easy to construct and can be used eifetlively for comparing a large number of items. As
figures 5 and 6 stjow, bar graphs can.be drawn vertically or horizontally.

1977 1978 .. 1979 1980 1981 -



FIGURE 5
BAR GRAPH: ENROLLMENT IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS
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FIGURE 6
BAR GRAPH: ENROLLMENT BY VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAM AREAS
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Pie Charts

Pie charts display how the "pie" of resources or time is divided. Each piece represents a
percentage of the whole pie. Since the pie equals 360 degrees, each piece represents a
percentage of 360 degrees. Thus, 50 percent is 180 degrees, 10 percent is 36 degrees, and so
forth. To construct the pie chart, start at the 12 o'clock spot and mark off the largest section to
the right. Continue clockwise in order of size' Figures 7 and 8 are examples of pie charts that
indicate budget allocations and types of certificates awarded.
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FIGURE 7
PIECintAR-T4---OPERAT-1-NG--EXPENSES B' UNIT
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FIGURE 8

PIE CHAF# EDUCATION CERTIFICATES AWARDED
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Number Awarded
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62

GED 179
Vocational 111
High School 86
College 52

Total 428
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Smithville continued...

I

After the findings from the self-study and program review were tabulated and analyzed, the
evaluation committee organized the information into a final report. The report identified several
strong points along with recommendations for improvements. The report was sent to the warden
who circulated copies to the vocational education teachers and administrators. The warden later
met with them discuss the evaluation results and recommendatiOns. The education supervisor
sent the report and a letter indicating what action would result from the evaluation findings to
the review team members.

The evaluation committee made several recommendations to improve the evaluation
procedures that would continue. These recommendations included the following:

.
Establish a systematic working relationship with the parole boakl for inmate follow-up.

Encourage teachers to keep anecdotal records about inmates.

Have inmates and teachers complete an evaluation of the course at the end of each term.

Pat and the evaluation committee were pleased with the way the evaltiation was conducted.
They understood the value of having an established system for continuous evaluation built into
the vocational education m. Pat realized that evaluation is useful for gathering information
for planning, for program i prov nt, and for accountability, and is not merely an

\-- administrative requirement. One of the first unexpected sine effects of the evaluation came when
a local .television station decided to do a news series on conditions in the state prison system,
During an interview with the reporter, the education supervisor referred to the evaluation report
that highlighted the successes, as well as specific problems. The supervisor was able to discuss .

the plans for changes that were underway. Use of the evaluation results created a favorable
impression of professionalism and accountability for the public monies spent for vocational
education at Smithville.
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The final step in evaluation is reporting the results in a useful way. Evaluations of vocational
education programs in correctional institutions are conducted to provide information for a variety
of purposes that usually include decision making. Norton and McCaslin emphasized that the

- report shoiild be written to address the audiences who will make decisions and who will be
influenced by the decisions. The report should be written so that the various audiences are able
to use different sections based on their need. You must know the intended audiences of your
report in orde'r to present the information in the most usable ways.

I
i9 I

The following, checklist will help yoU decide the ty?Se of audience for your evaluation
report

1

Deciding upon Audiences for the Evaluation Report

Please check yes or no.

The evaluation report will be used by .

1. State department staff

2. Legislators

3.. Community leaders

4. Vocational education advisory committee members

5. Warden ,

Education administrators (institution)

Teachers, Counselors, other staff

B. Concerned citizens

9. Rublic media (TV, radio, newspapers)

10. Professional colleagues in correctional education

11. Inrriates

YES NO '

0 0
0 Li
0 0
0 Li
0 Li
Er 0
0 Li
0 Li
0 Li
0 Li
0 Li

.
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Depending upon the audience, evaluation results can be reported in many f6'rms. A brief
report highlighting the major findings and recommendations may be presented orally to a group
of legislators or community leaders, or presented as a news release to the public media. A
detailed technical report may be prepared for state department staff, professional colleagues, or
education administrators. The report may be written as an executive summary for legislators, or
written as a short report for teachers, the warden, and the vocational education advisory
committee. In general, those persons most closely associated with the program will need the

ost information.

Whether spoken of written, the report must have the essential information clearly preseited.
According to Adams and Walker, the report should include

a cover page with title, date, author, and, if restricted, the names of persons authorized to
read it;

an introduction describing the purpose of the evaluation, the questions to be answered, the
intended audience, the objectives of the program, the correctional wing, the 'vocational
education program, and the staff and inmates;

procedures used to conduct the evaluation including sources of information, data collection
procedures, instruments used, and data analysis procedures;

results of the evaluation, with tables and graphs describing the findings and conclusions;
and

recommendations that relate to the evaluation questions.

The results section will be the heart of your report. It will describe how the desired outcomes
have been met threalgkanswers to the evaluation questions. The conclusions are based on the
findings and tell what has "keen or should be done. The recommendations,.stated in the
beginning of the report, to "'who should do it and how.

Prepare to write yo report by organizing'the results on the following worksheet. For each
evaluation question, lis the findings and conclusions along with your recommendations. This
provides an overview of the information to be discussed in the results and recommendations
sections of your report,

Write the report a simple, clear, and objective style. Write in the third person and do not
use personal refers es, such at"! found" or "we thought." Provide enough details but do not
use unnecessary words or descriptions. Write out all abbreviations at least once. Have someone
in the staff review the report before you have it typed for release. Have the final draft typed in an
easy-to-read format. Pages with wide margins and single-spaced, short paragraphs with a double
space in between are considered best for readability.

Present the report to your immediate supervisors and to the warden before it leaves the
institution. These administrators should decide who else should receive a copy. Encourage
administrators and educators to use the evaluation report for their decision making and as
information in other reports they must submit. The program review team and evaluation staff
members should receive a copy for their files.
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Worksheet 2: Preparing the Report

4,

Evaluation Questions Findings , Conclusions Recommendations
14

(What is the evaluation
question?)

,

44

.

(What information was found
to answer the question?)

,

,..

A

,

.

---

(What has been,or-should
be done?4)

vo

.

.

.

.

e

(Who should do it and
how should they do it7

4
.-,..

. .

.

.

.- .

7
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F

Us the following chealist .to determine if your recommendations are suitable for the
evaluation: 4

Determining the $uitability of Recommendations 10

#1,

.?lease check,yes or no. 4

Are the recommendations_ YES NO.

ii
1. Actually providing answers to' eliminate the pipablems identified? 0,i. 0

Not too time consuming to impiement? 0 0 ,
: Short, concise, and still complete?

0

E7

4. Realistic for the institution?

5.' Specif ic
0

so they cannot be misinterpreted?

6. Consistent with the desired outcomes of the vocational education program?

7. Consistent with the philosophy of the institution?.

8. RefleCting the consensus of the evaluation team?

9. Call for changes over a period of time rather,than reorganizing the
entire pi-ogran)? .

.1

You have now 'Completed the eight steps designed to guide you through evaluating ypui
program. File your data carefully in preparation for the continuing evaluation and next rep rt.

You will.find that ybu can add the findings /from future evaluations to the tables and graph you -0.
have already prepared. remember, evaluation is a continuous process.that must be updated on a .,
regularta,s1,. Be alert for opportunities to add new ways to evaluate your program.

'
The remaining sections of the handbook cOn4pin useful samples, 'descriptions of resources

and references. ;

.04
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SAMPLE' CHECKLIST FOR ACCREDITATION STANDARDS

-

In 1977, The National Center for Research in Vocational Education developed standards for
vocational educatiOn'programs as part of the National Study of Vocational Education in
CoiTectiOns project funded by the U.S. Office of Education. These standards were developed in
collaboration with a panel of experts in the fields of vocational education, oorrections, and
correctional education along with a project advisory committee. These standards have not yet
been adopted as part ol any agency's accreditation process but are being considered by several
profesSional organizations:

Use this checklist to help you evaluate your vocational education program in relatiob to
accreditation standards. Itcsay alsse used to helpoyou prepare for the accreditation process.

Check yes, no or somewhat and add comments appropriate.

. Curriculum and Instruction

1. This correctional institution has wt., descriptions for each of the vocational
programs. The descriptions explain the value and meaning of the course to the
student, describe the type of career for which the training prepares the student,

, provide an indication ol recent job demand,liata, And define the relationship of
the program tb other educational and traincTig related activities within the
institution. -'

2: This correctional institutor bas statements of e,e-pected student performance for
each vocational program: aerformance objectives for each vocational program tell
both teachers and students what is expected of them in the vocational program.
Objectives also priivide a list 9f -what performances will, be measured at the end
of training.

..

In this correctional institution,
with input from staff, advisory

trent with expectations held

performance objectives are reviewed regularly
committevnembers, and students, and are kept
by businese and.industry and the labor market

i general.

This correctional institution has and observes a set of written criteria fir admission
to each vocational piegram by which student. eligibility for vocational programs
is evaluated. They should be flexible to allow decisions to be made on the bails of
individual student need, motTvation; and desire for participation in vocat
education programs. Criteria for studentparticipation in vocationalte cation
programs are a functioning part of the instktution's intake and classi cation process.

.ts

YES . NO, SOMEWHAT

Comments:

YES NO SOMEWHAT,

El. 'El
Comments:

YES NO - SOMEWHAT

Comments:

YES

Comments:

NO SOMEWHAT

El
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This correctional institution has do file for each of its vocational education pro-
grams written comprehensive courses of study that include suggested teaching
methods and procedurtss, and equipment, facilities, and supply resource lists.

6. In this correctional institution, the written courses of study are reviewed and
revised as !necessary to ensure their cotrectness and the timeliness of course
content for each occupational area for which training isprovicied.

Comments:

YES NO SOMEWHAT

Comments:

YES NQ SOMEWHAT

10 v0

7. This correctional institution has easily accessible learning resources such as
textbooks, manuals, handouts, booklets, tests, audiovisuals, and other special
materials necessary for effective and efficient instruction in each vocational
course.

8. I ri this correctional institution, students have time to use the learning resources
and are taught how to use the materials and equipment.

11.

Students

1. This correctional institution has an ongoing orientation program to acquaint
students with the total vocational and academic educational programs. .

2. This, correctional institution has a guidance, counseling, and placernbrit p
to test, evaluate, and counsel students in order to place them in voca nal
programs. The accurate a ent of studenfs' needs priorleplacing them in
vocational classes better ass res their success and achOverrknt i hOse classes.
While it is desirable to have hese services provided by the institu n staff, it
is possible to contract for *if provion by another agency or school.

3. This correctionarinstitution maintains a student record system and educational
files that are open to staff and to student review, subject to state and/or
federal privacy laws. Open records promote accurate and fair/information
reporting that facilitates better rapport between those reporting and those
reported on. At the time of release from incarceration, a student's education/II
records are available to the student, prospective employers, and free-wOrld
school personnel.

72
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YES NO SOMEWHAT

Comments;

YES NO SOMEWHAT

Comments:

YES NO SOMEWHAT

Comments:

SOMEWHAT

.0
Comments:

V

YES NO SOMEWHAT

Comments: ,
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4. This correctional institution provides students the opportunity for practical
application of skills acquired through vocational training during the remainder
of the student's stay in the institution.

5. This correctional institution has a student-evaluation program to test thoroughly
and fairly a student's learning progress and to certify the attainment of com-
petencies and/or skills necessary to various on-the-job activities. Evaluation
includes paper-and-pencil tests and practical application of skills learned to
complete real job tasks. Students are aware of and actively involved in both the
development of evaluation criteria and in the process of evaluation.

6. This correctional institution provides students an opportunity to enter and
complete 'such programs as may !bad to appropriate-licensing and credentialing
once training is completed and competencies ate certified through thejnsti-
tution by the appropriate agency or group. When licensing is not necessary to
a student's ability to obtain a job, completion of training programs is rearg-
(flied by some type of diploma or certificate that also certifies the skills
attained. Such .oertification is.recOgnized by schools and business and industry
in the free world.'

ti

7. This correctional institution has guidance, pounseling, and.job placement
programs that ievelop jobs, make jobs available to ex-offenders, counsel
students, and assist them in securing jobs appropriate to their job skills: These
services are performed by trained instructional personnel or by personnel
from another agency or school.

a In this correctional institution, a strong emphasis of the guidance, counseling,
and placement programs is on the development.of jobs within the community_
suitable for ex-students. -

9. This correctional institution has a comprehensive follow-up of graduates
prograFn to determine the relevance and success-of the vocational education
activities and job placement services.

10. This correctional institution has a plan to make credits 'for vocational education
sinned here or at other institutions transferable to educational institutions in
the community, such as community or junior colleges, area vocational schools,
colleges or universities. p thdents who do not have the opportunity'to complete
a vocational education,program prior to release from a correctional institution
are permitted transfer' credits to a community program for completion.

73
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YES NO SOMEWHAT

Comments:

YES NO SOMEWHAT

0
Comments:

YES NO SOMEWHAT

Comments:

YES NO SOMEWHAT

Comments:

YES NO SOMEWHAT

-0
Comments:

YES NO SOMEWHAT

Comments:

YES NO SOMEWHAT

Comments:

4



1. This correctional institution has a written plan for selection of vocation'
administrators and faculty that is available to both tniployers and employees.
The criteria are regarded as guidelines for staff selection. They are flexible to
account for individual differences in prospectiye employees and job position
requirements.

2. This correctional institution has a published sala/y schedule and fringe benefits
program for vocational administrators and faculty that includes a plan for
evaluation and promotion, Staff members are kept informed about salary scales,
pqrformance evaluation, and promotion criteria.

YES' NO SOMEWHAT .

Cogiments:

° YES NO SOMEWHAT

Comments:'

. .

3.'This correctional institution has a written professional growth plan to provide YES NO SOMEWHAT
for upgrading of occupational competencies of administrators, teachers, coun A,
selors, and other staff through inservice activities, on-the-job experiences,
participation in related professional organizations, and additional college training. Comments:

it. In this correctional institution, released time and compensation for inservice
education and for participation in professional organization meetings are used
to motivate staff to engage in profession wth

YES NO SOMEWHAT

El
Comments:

5. This correctional institution has a plan to keep teachers, placement officers, YES NO SOMEWHAT
and counselors up- Iodate jabusinessand_industry.ac.uvities_and-technalogy-- - -0- - 0-

Comments:

6. This correctional institution has an evaluation plan that determines the
adequacy of professional preparation, performance, and growth of each voca-
tional education staff member. The existence Of an evaluation plarr keeps staff
members aware of the expectations of the itistirtution regarding their performance.

Organization and Administration

YES . NO SOMEWHAT

Comments:

,1

1. This correctional institution a current and readily available written statement YES NO SOMEWHAT
that describes the institution' tional education philosophy, programs, and )
ancillary services provided or inmates. This statement describes the relationship
between the vocational ecl ion program and other functions and deparmentII/ Comments:
areas of the institution.
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2. This correctional institution has a general advisory committee for vocational
education to advise the staff in establishing the philosophy, policies, and proce-
dures for vocational education-program operations. The committee is composed
of people from the local business, industry, education, government, religious, and
social communities. The committee members have the experience and ability to
provide valuable and timely input to guide the vocational education program
efforts of the institution. The advisory committee serves the vocation& education
program by providing liaison with the business community and by enhancing job
development and placement efforts on behalf of the students,

.1

3. This correctional institution uses vocational program trade and craft advisory
Committees to enhance vocational education programs for the purposes of evalu-
ation, community relations, and curriculum development and revision. These
committees serve in an advisory capacity to individual vocational courses or
occupational areas within the entire institution vocational program. They pro-
vide valuable information on trends in the field; input to curriculum updating;
assistance in student placement; good public relations with the business and

4 industry community in the free world; and, in some cases, assistance in student
follow-up efforts.

40,

4. This correctional institution has a set of written policies and procedures for the
A administratidn and operation of vocational education.

5. In this correctional institution, an annual review of policies andarocedures is
ccrnducted to provide a good evaluatittn of the extent to which.goals and
objectives reflecting the vocational program philosophy are being addressed via
those policies and procedures.

)
kd6. This correctional Myst tion has propeity qualified and/or certified 'staff

(vocational education ministrators, supervisors) and necessary support
personnel to operate the vocational education program efficiently and
effectively.

7. This correctional institution has a plan for determining appropriate vocational
education teaching load consittent with the characteristics and demands of
the program being taught, the characteristics of the students, the nature of .

the facilities, and the needs of the teachers foritininstructional time. Perform-
ance objectives, characteristics of the occupational area students, skills required
by the job, and physical facilities are examined to determine how much instruc-
tional and noninstructional lesson preparation time must be allocated to each
program and how many students the program can accommodate.
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YES NO SOMEWHAT

Comments:

YES NO SOMEWHAT

Comments:

4

YES NO SOMEWHAT

Comments:

YES NO SOMEWHAT

Comments:

YES NO SOMEWHAT

o '
Comments:

YES NO SUMEwAAT

CT

Comments:

1



8. This correctional institution has written financial policies and procedures that
provide for stable program budgeting to supply resources necessary to meet
vocational education objectives.

9. This correctional institution has written community relations plans for its
vocational education program.

10. This correctional institution has a written plan for continuous planning,
research, and development activities dpaling with vocational education program
operations, policies, procedures; curriculum, facilities, staff, equipment, and
budgetbhort- and long-range planning activities-are broad enough in scope to
include the total vocational education program from curriculum development
and revision to facilities use and maintenance. Planning, research, and develop-
ment are either conducted by internal staff and/or by personnel from an outside
agency who are qualified to perform such functions.

11. In this correctional institution, the results of research efforts are used to alter
and improve educational activities.

4 OP

12. This correctional institution has a written plan for continuous collection of
evaluation data about vocational pr rams, operations, policies, procedures,
curricultum, facilities, students, st f, uipment, and budget. Evaluation is
conducted by persons from within or outside the system.

13. This correctional institution has a Witten plan to identify and attempt to
eliminate discrimination on the basis of race, color, creed, sex, and/or condi-
tion of handicap in staff selection and assignments, student selection, and
planning and development of curriculum and instruction.

Physical Plan, Equipment, and Supplies

1. This correctional institution has a documented plan for the operation and use
of vocational education prOgram facilities, equipment, and supplies including
Lite of manuals and emergency procedures.
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YES NO SOMEWHAT

Comments:

YES NO SOMEWHAT

Comments:

YES NO SOMEWHAT

Comments:

YES NO SOMEWHAT

4

Comments:

YES NO SOMEWHAT

comments:

YES NO SOMEWHAT

.v

Comments:

'1\

YES NO SOMEWHAT

Comments:



2. This correctional institution has a plan for preventive maintenance and house-
keeping activities related to all vocational facilities, equipment, and supplies.

3 This correctional institution has a plan for short- and long-range development
of new facilities; acquisition of new equipment and supplies; and modification
of existing facilities and equipment for vocational education programs. The
plans include the need for and development of new facilities; the improvement
of existing facilities, equipment, and supplies to support existing and planned-
for vocational programs; the acquisition of new equipment; and the planned
replacement of equipment when it becomes worn out or obsolete.

4. In this correctional institution, the vooetional education program's safety and
health conditions meet local, state, and national standards. Thesestandards are
used and adhered to by this institution to ensure safe and healthful working
and learning conditions for staff and students.
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YES NO SOMEWHAT

Comments:

YES NO SOMEWHAT

Cokments:

YES NO SOMEWHAT

Comments:



SAMPLE 2: FORMER STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE

The following questionnaire was adapted from Evaluation of Learning: The Heart of
Instruction, Ohio Department of Education, and is keyed for computer tabulations.

DI R ECT10.114.4,_

PLEASE CIRCLE THE NUMBER AFTER THE APPROPRIATE ANSWER

1. What is your current employment statue?

I am employed full rime (30 or more hours/week) . (1)

I am employed part time (less than 30
hours/week) RI

I am unemployed but looking for work (3)

I am unemployed and not looking for work (4)

I am in the military service

If you are employed full time go to question 3

2. If you an presently unemployed. indicate the
appropriate reason.

I am attending school

I am a houseenfe or about to be hurried '

1 have a handicap which prevents me kern working

I am not interested wi a lob

I only wanted to work part two* (less ihan\90
hours/week)

Other (*way)

111

(21

(31

(4)

(51

(6)
1 r

3. Were you satisfied with the training you received
si1 the program?

Yes (1} No (2)

4. Would you recommend this program to others?

Yes (1) No (2)

5. How timely full time jobs (30 otibore bouts per
week) have you held sins. you loft this program?

tl in employed in the same job I had prior to
leaving the program

ye

One full thne lob

Two full time jobs

Three or more full time jobs

W YOU ARE UW051010'1E0, KEW STOP HERE.

111

(21

(31

(4)

TO THE QUESTIONS.

/
$. How closely does your present job relate to the

training you received in this program?. (check only
one box)

4
I am employed in the occupation for which I was
trained by this program (11

I am employed in a related occupation

I am employed in a compistaly different
occupation (31

Present occupation
p.

7. Did this program help to prepare you for your
present job?

Yes (1) No (21

L How gbd you get your first full time Job after
leaving this program? (chock most appropriate
box)

I got the job myself I

My ?amity or friends helped me of the job (2)

The job placement Services provided by the school
helped me get the job 131

The state employment service helped me get the
Mal (41

Other CSOPCM 151

S. What is your monthly salary?

Less than $100.00 (11
$101.00 to $200 00 (21
$207.00 to $300.00 (31
$301.00 to $400.00 (41

$40 .00 to $500
$50 00 to

10. Whet specific things about this program
found to be the most useful to you in'your
Mb?

11, Sired on your experliewes. what. 'impatiens do
you hare for improving Mb program?

ADDITIONAL COMMENT' MAY SE WRITTEN ON THE
RE VERSE SIDE.
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*.t SAMPLE EMPLOYER SURVEY

This survey was adapted from the state of-Maine's Vocational/Technical Student Follow-up
. System.

PLEASe RESPOND TO THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS BY CIRCLING THE APPROPRIATE NUMBER.

I. In comparison with other workers of about the same age, and who have beensan the same job or a similar one,
for approximately the same length of time, how would you rate this employee on:

Excel-
lent Good

Does

P. r App

1. The quality of employee's work 1 3 4

2.- The quantity of employee's work 1 2 3 4

3. The degree to, which the employee possesses specific job-related
knowledge important tosuccess on this job , 2 3 4

4. The degree to which lie,employee is able to operate the
equipment and apparatus used on the job 1 2 3 4

5. The degree tobwhich the employee possesses adequate reading,
verbal, and.computational skills 1 ,, 2 3 4

6. The degree to which the employee posses'ses specific job-related
knowledge necessary to advance in this field 1 2 3 4

II. In comparison with other workers of about the same age, and who hive been on the same job or a similar one,
for approximately the same length of time, how would you rate this emplgyee on:

1. ;Villingness to accept responsibility 1 . 2 3

2. Judgment, ability to make decisions, plan, organize 1 '2 3 4

3. Ability to work without supervision 1 2 3 4

4. Willingness to learn and ,improve 1 2 3 4

5. Cooperation With c9iworkers 1 2 3 4

6: Cooperation with management 1 2 3 4

7. CompliancA with company policies, rules, and practices 1 2 3 4

8. Work attendance/punctuality 1 2 3 4

9. Customer/client relations d 1 2 3 4

III. Did employee require any on-the-job train

If so, approximate number of hours:

IV. Did the fact that this person graduated from a v,pcational/technical program influence
your decision to hire him/her?
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SAMPLE 4: COVER LETTER TO PROGRAM REVIEW TEAM MEMBERS

-Letterhead

Dear Mr. Smith:

Thank you for your positive response regarding the Program Review Team
Evaluation of the Smithville Vocational Education Program. Your
services will contribute to"the occupational preparation offtred at this
institution. Enclosedis a packet of information concerning the role
and duties of a Program Review Team Member and also a description of the
program that you will be helping to evaluate. Please review this
information prior to the visit.

As previously discussed, the meeting Is-scheduled for Tuesday, May 1,
1982 at 9:30 'a.m. Your interest in vocational education and your par-
ticipation as'a team member are appreciated. Your involvement in all
activities is encouraged. It is especially important that each team
member stays for the entire session and has his/her contributions
included in the summary report.

If you have any questions after examining the materials, please tele-
phone us at 614-492-8888. We are looking forward to working wityou.

Cordially,

Pat Howel 1

Smithville Vocational Education Supervisor

PH/slw

Enclosures



SAMPLE 5; INSTRUCTIONS FOR PROGRAM REVJEW TEAM

This set of instructions'was adapted from the Local Educational Assessment Program,
Georgia Department of Education.

A progiam evaluation involves the visitation, observation, and analysis of an instructional
program by a team of individuals with expertise in the are and with the purpose of providing
suggestions for improvement.

Previsit Duties

1. Study the curriculum outline of the program to be evaluated.

2. Compare the curriculum being taught with actual needs of business and industry.

3. Examine the Program Review Team Evaluation forms that will be used as a guide during the
actual team visit.

4. Make an effort to contact all faculty personnel and as many students as possible.

5. Record comments and observations on the Program Review Team Evaluation Form.

6 Meet with the Institutional Representative fQUee-Summary Conference to discuss the visit,
review and assess their findings; and to iWe recommendati6ns.

7. Submit individual Program Review Team Evaluation Reports to the Institutional
Representative and clarify any Ambiguous statements or responses.
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EXAMPLE 6: PROGRAM REVIEW TEAM EVALUATION REPORT

This example was adapted from the Local. Educational Assessment Program, Georgia
Department of Education.

Program: Date:

Team Member:

Business Affiliation:

The Program Review Team Evaluations members examine and make recommendations in the
following areas:

1. Physical Facilitief

2. Instrtictional Program

3. Equipment

4. Supplies

5. Instructional Materials

fl
6. Upgrade Training

Each Program Review Team Member should visit the area of the program being evaluated;
observe the physical facilities, equipment, supplies, etc.; interview all instructors and random
sample students; examine program goals and objectives, handouts, etc.; and ask for any needed
interpretations and clarifications While in the program area, the team member should record
responses and observations on the Program Review Team Evaluation Report. The '
recommendations mayt6e written then or during the Summary Conference session.

1
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SAMPLE 7:.tVALUATION FORM

,

This evaluation 'farm was adapted from the "Local` Educational Assessment Prdigrem,"
Georgia DeSartmentof Educatioh.

1. Physical Facilities To have ffective instruction, the physical facilities mast meet the needsAf tAe program
and students'.,Please rate the flowing:

1

4

ear

Nation Scale.

3 points: E cel = t Needs no *1 vement
2 points: A, e ate Needs slight i 1, rovement . ,
1 point: 'In. 'equate Needs defin to improvement

' 0 points: N6t ApplicablA' Does n t apply y

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

.

The size of the atessroorn(s)

The size, of the laboratory area(s)

The fighting inNe classroom(s)

ThePighting in the laboratory" are '
GasSupply, if needed foe instructional operation

Water supply, if needed for instructional operation

Electricalservicravallable

The noise level of the department

(CHECK APPROPRIATE RESPONSE)

3 points 2 points 1 point I 0 points

i.

j.

eafety conditions in the classroom(sr

Safety conditions in the laboratory area(s)

..14 Housekeeping neatness and orgartization

I. Proper storage facilities

rn.
p

Walking/working space available fOr free and ,

unobstructed movement in the area(s)

4

Comments: (Please identify classroom by giving room number.)

EXAMPLE: R 107 needs five additional outlet.

,

' #3

z "

a

R.

I

.

i

N
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.e

t, 'Instructional Program

-"(

(a) Are progra goals 'and objectives clearly statedflf no, identify those needing change.

t. . / .

(b) Areprovisions made to elimiriate sex or racial bias in this program? If.no, identify
firneeded changes. ._

st

(c) Are program goals andobjectives consistent with occupational standards? If no, identify
those needing change.

.0
.

(d) Are program goals and objectives in printed form?

(e) Are student learning experiences consistent with occupational practices and standards?
If no, identify those needing change.

I

'to

YES

NO

-to

YES

NO -4"

YFS

NO

1

YES

NO

YES . -
NO EJ .

(f) Are the occupational techniques being taught consistent with occtipptional practices
-

YES
and standards? If no, identify those rieedingThange. NO

-%

(g) Are provisions made within the program te0ork with special needs such as disadvantaged YES

and handicapped students? f no, identify needed modifications. NO ',
1_

4
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J.

<7.:'

A

3 Equipment
,s1

(a)

(b)

(c)

Is the equipment in this ptogram-modern and current according to the standards of
business and industry? If no, identify that which is put of date.

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

C_-_]

IP

Is sufficient equipment available for student use? if no, identify specific equipment
where additional quantities are needed for student use.

Is the equipment in this program in proper operating condition? If no, identify that
which needs repair.

(d) Is an adequate preventive-maintenance plan used with the equipment in this program?
If no, stiggest ways for improvement.

(e) .Is all the equipment in this program safe for student use? if no, identify unsafe
equipment.

MI/

(f) 'Based on your,observationAlre students practicing proper safety prdcedures? If no,
'identify improper safety procedures. N..

(g) Is equipment available sufficient to meet/new andemerging trends in business and

0 industry? If no, identify new elluipmeni.needed.

4
t

t

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

.NO



4. Supplies

(a) Are currently needed supplies an hand or readily acce&sible? If no, identify se needed.

6

(b) Are supplies insufficient quantity to meet student heeds? Ifno, identify supplies where
a greater quantity needs to be maintained.

'
.

(c) R the quality of supplies consistent with those used in the occupational setting? If no,
identify supplies w, the quality is not consistent with those usbd in the occupational
setting. ,

t. "

(d) Are supplies efficiently expended so as to minimize waste? If rlo, ple
for improvement:

4

give suggestions

t

a.

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

r

5. Instructional

(a)

(b)

Material /
Is there sufficient quantity of printed instructional -Materials Ruch as supplemental
reading lists, related practice exercises, handouts, etc.) available? If no, identify those
needed.,

YES

NO

YES

NO

r
Are the printed materials up to date? If no, identify those that are outdated.

1410

.

(c), Is there a sufficient quantity of audio-visual instructional materials available? If no,
, identify those needed.

ro

YES

NO AP



.tom

o

"

.0
(d) Are the audio-visuals up to date? If no, identify those th heed updating. YES

NO D.

le) Is there sufficient quantity of reference materials availa,blefor,student use? If no,
identify those that are needed.

Y EfS

NO

(f) Is sex or racial bias eliminatedin the.instructional materials used in this program? Y,ES ,
If rio, identity specific materials that are slanted toward a particular sex or race.

NO

4 ,

or

t

ft

4

.
4

a
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EXAMPLE 8: CRITERIA FOR EVALUATION OP

VOCATIONALEDUCATIgN PROGRAM .

The fojlowing uesttonnake can be used as part of a self-study project or by the pr7ogram
review team to eva ate your vocational education prograrn.,It was adapted from materials used

#by the Minnesota D irtment of Corrections.

11

PART I: PHILOSOPHY

1. What is the philosophy of your vocational program?

2. Has the philosophy-been discussed with

a. Administrators1 to

b. Supervisors (local)?

c. Supervisors (state)04

d. Instructors?

46/

e. Students?

3. isihe philos'ophy of'the vocational program compatible AA, that'of the institution?. (Explain)

YES NO

1b p
,

T,

.0" .44

nn

A

PART 11: PROGRAM AND

Program Objectives

1. The vocational education

a.

b.

d.

e.

COURSE OBJECTIVES

coursishould prepare individuals for living and employment by developing

Attitudes accepted by the emAyer and society
. .

EntrYlevel skills

Work-related skills

Communication skills related to work and living

Human relation skills

f, Family and/or community responsibility

g. Dignity in quality workmanship
.

2. Tr, Of toa level of acceptable quality to 'meet employer needs

Provide an effective and practical plan for post-training follow-up

4. Initi.ate an exact plan to obtain community support of the vocational program-
-,.



a

Course Objectives

1. To provide an atmosphere conducive to learning

2. To assist each individual in recognizing a need forlearning and behavior changes

3. To kip individuals understand themselves and their environment

4. To develop within each individual a sense of self-worth

5. To provide learning experiedces r;lated to living and earning a living

PART lll: ADVISORY COMMITTEES

1. Consist of statewide industrial personnelone group tadvise all iristitutions a 0

2. Confirm or suggest improvements to course contents

3. Advise on education level and qiialificapons for

a. Training course entry

Job entry

4. Advise Ori_ioix avai lability

5. Advise on facilities and equipment

(Questions to be developed after committee is formed)

.

PART.IV:' COURSE OUTLINE.

1. Is there a workavailable for the course,'

2. Is the outline made current periodically as changes in the field occur?
, .

3. Is the working outline structured property?

4. Are instructional aids.identified specifically and numbered or lettered for efficient

5. Is there a time element listed fo-r

a. Each item?
11,

4. Each unit (subtorli?'

c. Course (total ?'

6. Is the outline in consistent use?

7. Are listed refirenees up-to-date?
.

8. Ffas the course content been confirmed by the advisory comrfiittee?

PART V: ABORATORY OR INDUSTRIAL FACILITY

1. For practical work issignments. is there ample space?

2. Are all work stations visible to the instructor?

3. Is there sufficient classroom space available foLteaching the related and theory content
of the course?

4. Does the facility lend itself to being flekible for teaching from various parts df the
course outline?

5. Are storage areas adequate and orderly?.

4

'S

a

2v



p.

YES NO

6. necessary, do students have proper project storage facilities? ,
7. Are u lities sufficient? ,

Do fety featwres exist where required?

a. lectrical? (restricted and Supervised use)

b. Fir? (ample extinguishers)

c. Student protection? (glasses, gloves, etc.)

d. Equipment? (guards, etc.)

9. Are the acoustics and ventilation adequate?

10. Where required, are dustAollection and exhaust systems adequate?

11. Is there adequate lighting in-

- a. Laboratory or industrial facility?

b. Classroom?

c. Storage 'area?
A

12. Are major aFid minor maintenance repairs done as soorras possible?

103. Is theiaboratory-classroom location convenient to related facilities?

14. Do the laboratories contain an industrial tolor coding system?

15, Are good housekeeping practices evident?

PART VI: TOOLS. AN? EQUIPMENT

1. Does each Work 'station have the necessary fiend and/or power too for use in
completing assignments? ..

6 . . .

, Ii 2. Has consideration been given to the arrangement of tools and ec4ipment to
- 4 provide opportially for efficient use?,

II-

3. Is power equipment properly located to promote safety?

r 4. Are tools and equipment properly maintained? .

5. Are tools and equipment used an accurate representation of.those used in the
world of work for that vocation?

< 6., Is there'an efficient procedure developed for repairs and/or replacement of
defective toots and equipment?

7. Are all necessar visual aids available?

8. Do thefaciliti nclucle a visual aids laboratory?

9. Are there ample bulletin boards in-good condition?

4

PART VII: MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES.

1. Are there sufficient funds budgeted for ordering and maintaining a sufficient
stock of materials and supplies used for instructional purposes?

4* 4

0 - D.--

. 4

2. Is the procedure for odering replacement materials and supplies efficlim? E:1

3. Do materials and supplies used to complete practical work assignments correspond
to those used in the world of work? . ID

s

k



PART VIII: INSTRUCTION
v

'YES NO

1. Are classrodm furnishings conducive to the teaching-learning environment

2. Is there a tdaching-learning atgosphire in the classroom environment?

3. Are the grOornmg-habits displayed by the instructor acceptable?

4: Is an accepted technique of instruction followed with some finesse? For example

a., Preparation

b., Motivation

C. Objectives

d. Presentation

e. Review

f. Aisigrrment

g. Follow-up

5. Dateachin§-learning assignments follow.in an orderly sequence?

6. Does each student thoroughly understand how to complete a given assignment?

7. Are students perrniffeB fowork ilarall-clirrYdaTable to their ability?
(Assuming proper placement)

r. 8. When possible and practical, are students taken to a related industrial 'environment?

9. Do the entry-level skills being taught-learned meet the requirements of industry?

10. Do the students display a sincere interest in their classroom-labyratory assignments?

11. Is there a display of an acceptable attitude in and out of the teaching-tearning environment?

to\'nake recommendation12. Are instructors free to ake student progress evaluation and to make recommendatio
foi reassignment,of st dents?

13. Is instruction being offered at the level as indicated by the course outline?..
14. Is there evidence of good student-teacher rapport?

15. Is there specific effort put forth with a purpose of improving attitudes when necessary?

16. Are health, problems corrected As soon as possible?

17. Are job or practical work assignments preparecrai "handout" material?

18. Does the classroom or laboratory hav'e definite organization?

19. Is the average attention span for the group considered?

20. Are there standardized tests f

a. Course entry?

b. Course progress?

c. Course completion?

Dees,the trainind'period recommended provide ample time for learning entry-level skills3

PART IX: ADMINISTRATION

1. 15o personnel fromindustry it the local iristitu4onal program for eValuVion purposesl

2. Are instructors consulted Inr assignment, placement, or classification committees on
placement of stdIents in fRir classes?

$

91 9 1
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Does-the instructor have access to a visual aids laboratory (local or state)?

4. Is the class within the recommended student-co unt?

5. thhere an established program for retraining or for attending co-liege-level courses for instructors?

6. DoesIthe program have criteria forreassignmerit of,a student when necessary?

41# Is there specific and accurate communication among members of a treatment team or
institutional classification comnittee?

8. Are methods used for evaluating the same course, offered in one or more programs, uniform?

.9. rs there some definite procedure for routing practical work problems?

10. Are tests available for each course designed to determ ine level of entry into the turning or
progress achieved during training? .

11. Does the follow-up plan meet the needs of the individual'for the required time period?

12. Do the classroom academic instructors relate the subject matter they teach in the areas of
computation and communication to the vocational educaticin courses?

13. Are there extracurricular activities organized to prombte vocational education in
the institution? El

14. Is there a procedure for determining certificate expiration date available to the institLition?. tl

16.- Is there definite support for apprenticeship trainig and on-the-job training where applicable?

YES NO

0

*15. Are certificates of credit given only to those who have salable entry-level skills for a
specific vocation? .

PAU X: COMMENTS:

The institutional educe
vocational education pr
Those administrators, in

k

program staff, particularly those concerned directly with one or more aspects of the -

, will be expected to bcorne very familiar with the total conterfts of this set of standards.
ved only indirectly, are requested to direct their attention to Part IX.

COMMENTS BY INSTRUCTOR:
.

4

t

,Signatiov

COMMENTS BY INSTITUTIONAL EDUCATION SUPERVISOR:

Signature

COMMENTS BY SUPERINTENDENT OF IftISTITUTIOig:

Signature

'
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The following selected materials can prqvide additional thforgiation for evacuating vocational
education programs in correctional institutions.

Materials Available from the National Center for 'Research in Vocatiohal Education

Reports on National Study of Vocational Education in Corrections

VED 05 . Jones, Joan Simon. Vocational Education in Corrections: An Inteepretation of
Cuiient Problems and IssuesNational Study of Vocational Education
in Corrections Technical Report No. 1. 1977, 53 pp, Reports the results
of computer-assisted and manual searches of the literature on history, issues,'
and trends in vocational education in corrections.

VED, 06 . National Center for Research in Vocational Education. Standards for Vocational
Education Programs in Correctional Institutions: National Study of Vocational

VED 07

\ Edtkation in CorrectionsTechnical Report No. 2. 1977, 17 pp. Presents
standards in the areas of curriculum and instruction, organization and adminis-

. tratiOrtequipment and supplies. Standards were detteloped to help corrections
perkrinel establish goals and develop guidelines for programs in vocational
xrainirir

. 4-
Abram: Robert,and Schroeder, Paul C. Vocational Education in Correction Insti-

. tutions: Summary of a National SurveyNational Study of Vocational
Educatiorrin Corrections Technical Report No. 3. 1977, 123 pp. Provides
dat4 on fourteen areas in vocational programs in correctional institutions,

. facilities, program*goals and Organizations, student characteristts,
and costs. 1

VED 05 -07 Available as a set

. Other Resources i , ..

IN 158 Hopkins, Charles 0. Data Sources for Vocational Education Evaluation. 117902$
pp. Identifies data needs at all school levels,.listsdia source information, and

1 outlines limitations on the use of data for evaluation. , ._. 1

. . ., . . ..
- ,

RD 182 Stevenson, William W. Vocational Education Evaluation: Problems; Alternatives,
Recommendations. 1979, 61 pp. Suggests several possible aOproacheia state
should consider in seeking methods for impiovement of a vocational idiJcation

k
. .

,
-**

0.

10.

Evaluation Handbooks for Vocational Education

RD 171 Franchak, Stephen J., and Spirer, Janet Ea Evaluation Handbook Volume I:
guidelines andrracticet for Follow-up Stddies of Former Vocational Students.
1-978, 230'pp. ncludes specific techniques, legislation and requirements,
development of forms anctinstruments, guides for interpreting data, alterna-.
tIves for reporting, and a bibliography:

I
93
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RD 172 Franchak,'Stebhe...n J., hnd Spirer, Janet E. Evaluation Handbook Volume Ii: A g.,14...25

Guidelines and Practices for Follow-up Studies of Special Populations.._4979,
273 pp. Examines context, definitions, and strategies. Identifies current

%
problemsand issues along with existing practices that have proven to be

.. ,, successful'. Although former inmates are not specifiCally identified, many'of x ..,. = $
the samt.problems occur with them as with other types of special pbpulations.

14 4.
RD 17)1 and Available as aset $25.00
RD 172 A .

-. t I ,----

Career Education Measurements Handbooks

4

. The Career Educatign Measurerfini Series cdnsists of the five handbooks that are Meant to Oimystify career
education evaluation for the professional who is not an evaluation sbecialist.

RD 165 Malak, Sbaron;Spirer,Janet E.; and Belligrini-Land, Brenda. Assessing Experiential $ 7.75
Learning in Career Education. 1979, 124 pp. Focuses on how to evaluate

, experiential education and provides checklists, resources, and other information
to help in planhirig, i-mplemepting, and reviewing assessment strategies.

RD 166 McCaslin-, N.L.;"Gross, Charles J.; and Wirker,Jtryy P. Career Education Measures: $17.00

A Compendium of Evaluation Instruments. 1979, 354 pp. Contains over 200
abstracts of instruments currently used by practitioners in career education.

'RD 167 McCaslin, N.L., and Walker, Jerry P. ,hel° Guide for Imfiroving Locally Developed $ 180
- . ? Career Educatton Measures. 19Z9, 25 pp.:Contains step-by-step process for

h. .
developing or modifying instruments. _

I RD 168 Adams, Kay, and Walker, Jerry . Impmevingthe Accountability of Career Education $ 6.75
.

Programs: Evaluation Guidlelines Checklists. 1979,103 pp. Shows No/improved
evaluation can help make career education programs fare better irr presenting
evidence of accountability. . .. .

.
RD 169 Kester,Ralph J. Using Systematic Obsekvation Techniques in Evaluating Career $ 4.50

Educatioq. 1979, 64 pp. Provides a series of techniques that canthe used to '
. show how the program is working. . ._

. ,

RD 165-169 Available as a set $30.00

National Center materials are available on a cost-recovery basis from:

The National Center for Research in Vocational Education
National Citer Publications, Box Er
1960 Kenny i Road
Columbus, Ohio 43210

WhenordediaLpiease use order number and title. Orders of $10.00 or less must be prepaid. Make check payable to
the National Center for Research in Vocational Education. Prices listed are in effect at the time of publication and
include postage and handling. For discounts on quantity orders, contact the National Center.

94
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Materials Available from the American Associati9ifor Vocational Instructional Materials' ,

The following modules were deverepedby the National Center for Research in Vocational Education 4nd are
available from:

American Association for Vocational instructional Materials
EngineeringCenter
University of Georgia
Athens, Georgia 30602

Each module is a workbook designed for Indiwdualized learning.

'Module
Number

Price,

A-3 Report the Findings of a Community Survey. 1978, 64 ages Designed to develop -I, $"3.75
skills in analyzing survey date, reporting clearly and concisely the results of that
analysis and disseminating the findings.

A-10 Conduct a Student Follow-tip Study. 1978, 64 pages. Designed to acquaint the reader
with follow-up procedures and developiskills in planning and conducting a
student .follow -up study.

A-11 Evaluate your Vocational Program. 197.8, 56 pages. This module focuses on- locally
directed and product oriented program evaluation. It is designed to develop
skill in planning and conducting vocational education program evaluation efforts.

Additional Resources

$ 3.75

$ 3.45

Directory of Federal Programs and National Organizations: Potential Resources for Correctional Education.
Distributed by Correctional Program, U.S. Department of Education, ROB, Room 5600, 7th and D Streets,

Washington, D.C. 20202

All three books by Fink and Kosecoff are written for persons involved in evaluation but who do not have a background
in the field.

Fink, Arlene, and Kosecoff, Jacqueline, editors. How to Evaluate Education PrPgr,ims. Washington, DC: Capitol
Publications, Inc., 1980. A collection of nrsletters designed for school administrators and staff who Are not
experts in evaluation.,

Fink, Arlene, and Kosecoff, Jacqueline, editor9. An Evaluation Primer. Beverly Hills: Sage Publications, 1978.

Fink, Arlene, and Kosecoff, Jacqueline, editors. An Evaluation Primer Workbook: Practical Exercises for Educators.
Beverly Hills: Sage Publications, 1978.

I.
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Abram, Ro6ert.E.,and Schroeder, Paul. Vocational EducatiOn in directional Institutions:
. .

'Summary of a National Survey. Columbus,.OH: The^Center for Vocational'EtluCation, -.-
The Ohio State Univertlty, 1977.

- .1..
_

Abram, Robert E., arid Wheatley, Robert,Vocationar Education in Ohio Correctional Institutions:
, - A Follkenup Study. Columbus, OH: The Center for Vocational Education, The Ohio State

- . , Univ,ers4, 1917,7., ' C
. .. , ... ..., 4.

'''' . a. tee.' . '

Adams, Kay Aland WatVer,Jetzkp. Improving the kaeountabitity of Career tdOcation Progratns:-
oEvaluatibn .,Guidelinesend Checklists. Columbus,-OH: Ttle,Nationai Center for Rqqarsh in .

' Vocational 'Education, The Ohio State University, 1979. . -- , .
, ' ' 1 1, ..- -

American Correctional Association. "Academic and Vocational Education Standard§2-4422-41."
Standards for Adult Correctional Insiitutibns. 0ollege Park, MQ i 1981. .-

. 0 di V,

Bureau of Vocational.Education, Department of Educational and Culpffal.Servicet. Evaluation of " ,
Vocational/Techoica- I Education Programs. Augusta, Maine: Department of Educational and

. Cultural Services, no dale. ,
Buros, 0, K., ed. The Eighth Mental Measurementk\rearbook. Highland Park,',NJ: Gryphon

Press, 1978.

Carlson, RichaFd. Unpublished report. U.S. Depaitment of Education, Washington, Dd, 1981.
1

Comprehensive Pibgram Review Plan: Review Team HandbOolki, Denver, CO: State Bbird for
Community College and Occupational Education, 1975. . , ,

Easom, Kenneth C.; Hulsey, Judy H.; Taylor, Judy L.; and Wilson,James W. Local Educational
Assessment Program. Atheni, GA: Georgia Department of Education, 1978.

"
. % fi

J. F. Ingram State Technical Institute. Self-Study for Southerh )1,ssociatiOn of Colleges.and Schools.
Deattsville, AL.Commissibn on Occupational Education In titutions, 1977:

... , Maresh,;Alfons. "Evaluating Vocational EducationPrograms in rrectIonal Institutions."..
Unpublished paRer, Minnesola Department of Corrections, 1\981.

Myers, Robert H. Evaluation of Learning: The Wart of Instruction: Series No-./12. 'Edited by
Lloyd W. Dull. Columbus, OH: Ohio Department of Education, Division of Vocational
Education, Ohio Agricultural EdUcation Curriculum Materials Service, The bhio State
University, 1977. e' .#

National Advisory Council on Vocational Education., Report On the lOwceedings of the National
Advis9ry Council on Vocational Education Hearings. ,,Waihington, DC: U.S. Department of
Education, Aut, 1981.

H.
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Natj,onal Center for Research in Vocational Education. Standards for Vocitional Education
Programs in Correctional Institutions. Technical Report No. 2. Columbus, OH: National
Center for Research in Vocational Education, 1977. .

Nickens, John M.; Purga, Adelbert J. III; Noriega, Penny P. Research Methods for Needs Assess-
ment. WaShington, DC: University Press of America, 1980.

Norton, Robert E., and McCaslin, Norval. "Evdluation of Special GroupPrograms." In Vocational
Education for Special Groups, Sixth Yearbook edited by James E. Wall: Washington, DC:
American Vocational Association, 1976.

Rowan, Joseph. Unpublished report. 1981.

_Starr, H.; Maurice, C.; Black, M. S.; and Keller, P. Selecting, Analyzing, and bisplaying Planning
Information. Columbus, OH: The National Center for Research in Vocational Education,
The Ohio State University, 1979.

,

Stevenson, Bill. "Essential Characteristics an Effective EValuatiori System for 'Vocational
Education." Otter Rock, OR: National Leadership Developmen Conference for State
Directors of Vocational Education, September, 1978.

Three-Phase System for Statewide Evaluation of Occupational Education Programs: Team Leader
Handbook. State *lard of Education, Illinois Office of Education, Department of Adult,
Vocational, and Technical Education.

Weiss, Carol H. Evaluation Research. Englewood Cliffs: Prentice Hall, 1972.
*

Wentling, Tim L. Evaluating Occupational EducatiOn and Training ftograms. 2rid ed. Boston:

).
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